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SUMMARY 

The aim of this thesis is to develop glass interposer technology for sub-THz frequency 

region for supporting 6G wireless networks.  Next generation systems will require carrier 

frequencies above 100 GHz to provide multi-GHz bandwidth necessary to support data 

rates in the order of 10 Gbps. Glass interposer technology is gaining attention for supporting 

these sub-THz modules because of its unique ability to support fine features sizes at low 

cost with superior electrical performance. This work contributes to the development of glass 

interposer technology for the sub-THz frequency region by providing the first electrical 

characterization results (dielectric constant and loss tangent) for glass interposers for a broad 

frequency range of 20 GHz to 170 GHz. The extracted results can be used to accurately 

design RF components in glass interposer technology for sub-THz frequency region.  This 

thesis also presents the design, fabrication, and measurements for interconnects (microstrip 

lines, CPWs and SIWs) on glass interposers up to 170 GHz and compares the performance 

with other state of the art alternatives.  

This work also presents of a new class of filters in SIW technology called Blind Via Filters, 

which are designed by using blind vias in SIW. The performance and size of Blind Via 

Filters have been compared with traditional SIW cavity-based filters. Blind Via Filters are 

only a third of the size of their traditional counterparts for similar passband performance 

which implies that class of filters is promising for designing miniaturized filters in SIW 

technology.  



 xx 

This thesis also presents the design, fabrication and characterization of ultra-low loss Air 

Filled SIWs in multi-layer laminate stack up. The performance of the Air Filled SIWs has 

been compared with solid SIWs fabricated in the same material stack up. Air Filled SIWs 

show 50% less insertion loss compared to the solid counterparts. The performance has also 

been compared with other SIWs operating in D-band.       
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Wireless Communication and Role of mm-Wave Frequency Region 

Wireless networks have seen tremendous proliferation in the past few decades.  Five 

generations of cellular communication systems have been deployed in the span of last fifty 

years. In 1980s, first generation was introduced which used analog FM technology to 

enable basic voice communication. In 1992, second generation (2G) used digital 

modulations and multiple access technologies to improve the spectral efficiency and bring 

low data rate internet to consumers. Third (3G) and fourth generations (4G) were emerged 

in 2001 and 2011 respectively. 3G enabled high-definition video calling and streaming 

while 4G brought data rate speeds up to 1 Gbps. Currently, we are in fifth generation (5G) 

of these cellular networks. The main difference between 4G and 5G was the use of much 

wider spectrum allocations in 5G from the unutilized mm-Wave frequency region to 

support bandwidths in the order of 1 GHz [1].   

Data rate is the most important parameter which drives all the wireless applications and 

with every generation we see approximately 10x increase in data rates. The typical data 

rates for different generations are given in Figure 1.  Consistent with the trend, 5G networks 

can achieve data rates up to 10 Gbps.   This data rate will continue to support the current 

wireless applications for this decade but in coming years, new applications in the areas of 

wireless cognition [2, 3], remote sensing[4-6] , high resolution imaging [7-9], multi-gigabit 

communication [10-12] and centimeter level positioning[7, 13] will emerge, and they will 

require data rates in the order of 100 Gbps [14].  
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To achieve such high data rates, use of wide multi-gigabit physical bandwidth (~8 GHz to 

10 GHz) is essential which implies that the next generation communication systems will 

use carrier frequencies above 100 GHz (like 140 GHz, 220 GHz, 330 GHz) [15]. These 

frequencies will be referred as sub-THz frequencies in this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Challenges and Opportunities for sub-THz Radio Frequency Design 

A typical radio architecture is given in Figure 2 [16]. It consists of transmitter, wireless 

channel, and receiver. The power received at the receiver (Pr,in) is given by equation (1). 

The receiver sensitivity (Pr,sen) is minimum measure of signal power that a receiver can 

detect to achieve a target bit error rate. It is determined by bandwidth (∆𝑓), noise figure of 

receiver (NF) and minimum signal-to-noise (SNRout,min) ratio required for the specific 

modulation scheme. The use of wider bandwidth results in higher receiver sensitivity which 
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Figure 1 Data rates for different generations 
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implies that more power is required at the receiver to establish a given link margin. To 

maximize the link margin for a given transmitted power, the sub-THz receivers need to 

support low loss interconnects (insertion loss 0.1 dB/mm to 0.5 dB/mm) and passives, high 

gain antenna arrays, low loss switches, and low noise amplifiers (LNA) are required. The 

parameters required to support a 5 dB link margin at 140 GHz are given in Table 1.  

To meet the stringent performance requirements for sub-THz radios, this work focuses on 

the development of low loss interconnects and passives for frequencies above 100 GHz 

which is critical for supporting sub-THz radios.  

 

Figure 2 Typical radio architecture with losses 

 

𝑃!,#$(𝑑𝐵𝑚) = 𝑃%,&'% − 𝐿(% + 𝐺% − 𝐿) − 𝐿* + 𝐺! − 𝐿(!            (1) 

𝑃!,+,$(𝑑𝐵𝑚) = −174	𝑑𝐵𝑚/𝐻𝑧 + 10 log(∆𝑓) + 𝑁𝐹 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅&'%,-#$      (2) 

																					𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘	𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛	(𝑑𝐵) = 𝑃!,#$(𝑑𝐵𝑚) − 𝑃!,+,$(𝑑𝐵𝑚)                         (3) 
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Table 1 Link Margin Calculations 

Parameter Value 

Transmitted Power 𝑷𝒕,𝒐𝒖𝒕 37.5 dBm 

Transmitter Antenna Gain 𝑮𝒕 36 dB 

Loss in Transmitter 𝑳𝒕 3 dB 

Free Space Path Loss (for 100 m distance at 140 GHz) 𝑳𝒇 115.4 dB 

Receiver Antenna Gain 𝑮𝒓 24 dB 

Losses in Receiver 𝑳𝒓 3 dB 

Miscellaneous losses (beam aiming loss, hardware life degradation 

loss, design margin, shadowing, atmospheric loss) 𝑳𝒄	

18 dB 

Power Received 𝑷𝒓,𝒊𝒏 -41.9 dBm 

Signal to Noise Ratio for QAM 256   𝑺𝑵𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒕,𝒎𝒊𝒏 25 dB 

Bandwidth Dependent Term 10log (∆𝒇)  99.03 dB 

Noise Figure NF 3 dB 

Receiver Sensitivity 𝑷𝒓,𝒔𝒆𝒏 -46.97 dBm 

Link Margin  5 dB 
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In addition to the requirement of low insertion loss, form factor and cost also drive consumer 

industry. At sub-THz frequencies, material selection is critical because material properties 

determine the electrical, mechanical, and thermal performance of an RF component. Low 

permittivity and loss tangent are primary requirements but in addition, other parameters also 

determine the performance and suitability of a material for sub-THz applications. At these 

frequencies, surface roughness is extremely important because of sub-micron skin depth. 

Another important parameter is the Co-efficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) which 

determines the assembly process and thermal reliability for the modules. Similarly thermal 

conductivity of the material is important because due to high heat fluxes (~100 W/cm2) in 

sub-THz active components, thermal management is a major challenge. Cost of materials 

and fabrication processes also play key role in determining viability of solutions for the 

consumer applications. To meet all the stringent performance and cost requirements of sub-

THz modules, use of new materials, processes and integration approaches is required which 

makes the role of packaging crucial [16]. To develop sub-THz modules a low-cost 

packaging platform is required which can support ultra-fine dimensions, has low insertion 

loss, good thermal properties and can integrate other components.  

1.3  Brief Overview of Available Packaging Technologies  

Over the last few decades, different platforms have been used for Radio Frequency (RF) 

integration which include epoxy material based printed circuits boards (PCB), Low 

Temperature Co-Fired Ceramics (LTCC), silicon wafer level packaging, low laminates like 

Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) [17].  LTCC is a good candidate for RF applications due to 

its low loss (loss tangent = 0.0007) electrical performance [18, 19].  LTCC packages can 

integrate 3D multi-layer conductor patterns and achieve dense integration by embedding 
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passives. In addition, LTCC packages are very robust against thermal stress due to their low 

co-efficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and high thermal conductivity. Due to the 

robustness and thermal reliability, LTCC packages are very popular for military 

applications. However, consumer industry is driven by cost, miniaturization, and 

functionality, and in these aspects, LTCC has limitations. Due to the use of screen-printing 

and co-firing processes, LTCC packages have large feature sizes (~ 100 µm), which results 

in low signal routing density. The use of thick materials often makes LTCC packages bulky. 

The use of higher processing temperatures and inability to support large sized panels result 

in the high cost which makes LTCC a less desirable solution for consumer applications.  

Due to the limitations of LTCC technology, low loss laminate materials like 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), PTFE composites, Rogers experimental polymers (RXPs) 

and Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) gained popularity as these polymers had low loss 

properties and they supported panel level processes to keep the cost low. Due to these 

reasons, they became a promising alternative to LTCC for mmWave applications. PTFE 

(also known as Teflon) was popular due to its very low loss tangent and low moisture intake, 

but high cost associated with fabrication of thin films and the need of additional bonding 

adhesives for multi-layer stack ups limited its use. In recent years, LCP emerged as an 

alternative to Teflon due to its excellent electrical properties (dielectric constant er =3.17 

and loss tangent tanδ =0.0055 to 0.009 from 100 GHz to 170 GHz) [20] .  LCP was suitable 

for use in multilayer stack ups due to its availability in 25 µm thin films.  It also supported 

cavity-based processes for chip embedding to achieve compact device integration with low 

footprint. Due to these merits, LCP was utilized in millimeter wave applications. Low loss 

LCP based transmission lines were demonstrated for W- [21] (75 GHz to 110 GHz) and D-
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band [22] (110 GHz to 170 GHz). LCP based W-band integrated module with flip chip 

interconnect has been presented in [23]. Despite having good electrical properties and low 

cost, LCP is not well suited for the development of sub-THz modules because due to the 

large surface roughness, the minimum feature size on LCP is limited to 10 µm which is 10x 

more than desired (1 µm) minimum feature size for the development of sub-THz modules.  

In addition, CTE of LCP is relatively high in z-direction (200 ppm/K) which causes major 

reliability concerns for assembling chips on the substrates. Another major concern due to 

micron level surface roughness is significant increase in conductor losses at higher 

frequencies. It has been reported in [24] that surface roughness adds ~0.35dB/mm insertion 

loss for D-band substrate integrated waveguides (SIWs).  

Silicon Wafer Level Packaging (WLP) enables near monolithic integration for RF modules. 

It was first proposed by Infineon as eWLB (embedded Wafer Level Ball Grid Array) and 

later modified by TSMC as Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging (FOWLP) through the 

Integrated Fan-Out (InFO) process [25].  WLP reduces parasitics by eliminating the need 

for the chip assembly by directly routing the redistribution layers (RDL) from the chip pads. 

The InFO process supports very fine feature sizes (2 µm) which enables dense signal 

routing. However, the use of compression molding to form RDL can use result in large die-

shifts [26].  In addition, due to high loss tangent of silicon (0.015), Through Silicon Via 

(TSVs) have large parasitics which makes WLP based solutions single sided, as the antenna 

and other high performance RF structures are integrated only on the top side of the module.  

The CTE mismatch between the silicon (3ppm/C) and PCB (15 ppm/C) can create reliability 

problems.  In addition, inability to support large panel-based process results in high cost 

which can limit the application of FOWLP based solutions in consumer industry.  
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1.4 Glass Interposer Technology for mmWave Applications 

Limitations of existing packaging technologies motivate the development of new solutions 

to support sub-THz modules. Glass interposer technology [27] is promising for developing 

sub-THz modules due to its unique ability to form silicon-like fine features (~1 µm) at low 

cost. Low loss of Thru Glass Vias (TGVs) enable double sided RDL in glass interposers 

which results in high density component integration. Glass interposers can support multiple 

metal layers depending upon the thickness glass core used.  Current fabrication processes at 

Georgia Tech Packaging Research Center can support up to eight metal layers with a 200 

µm thick glass core.  

Glass substrates have tailorable CTE (between 3-11 ppm/K) and high dimensional stability 

(Young’s modulus >60 GPa). These traits enable superior thermo-mechanical reliability as 

compared to organic packages. A traditional glass-based package is given in Figure 3.   

 

 

 

 

 

In a glass-based package, glass core is laminated with thin dry films on both sides. The use 

of dry film makes the fabrication of glass interposers compatible with laminate-friendly 

manufacturing lines. In addition to the process compatibility using laminated glass also has 

Glass 

Metal layers 
Micro vias 

Thru Glass   
Vias 
(TGVs) 

Polymer Layers 
Ajinomoto Build Up Films 
 (ABF) 

Figure 3 Structure of a glass-based package 
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several other benefits. Copper has better adhesion with dry film polymers compared to the 

bare glass. Polymer layer also serves as a stress buffer which prevents crack generation and 

propagation in glass panels during fabrication.  Laminating glass panels enable via-in-vias 

for metallizing Through-Glass-Via (TGV) thus improving the thermal-cycling reliability in 

both TGVs and redistribution layers (RDL). Ajinomoto Build-up Film (ABF) is a dry film 

used to laminate the glass because of its excellent compatibility with current panel-scale 

substrate manufacturing. It is available in various thicknesses such as 5µm, 15µm and 72.5 

µm.  ABF dry film is compatible with high-throughput vacuum lamination process and 

conventional wet processes for electroless copper deposition. ABF also has suitable 

chemical, mechanical, and thermo-mechanical properties to support large-body sized 

packages necessary for such applications [28].  

A summary of the key parameters of the packaging platforms is given in Table 2. Based 

on them, glass-based packaging platform looks attractive for supporting sub-THz modules 

as it has capability of supporting ultra-fine features at a moderate cost with good reliability. 

To date, glass interposer technology has been extensively used to support millimeter-wave 

components for 5G applications for frequencies below 50 GHz.  
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 Table 2 Key Parameters for Different Packaging Platforms 

 

Good Acceptable Bad 

 

Key Parameter LTCC Organic Laminate 
(LCP) 

FOWLP  
(EMC) 

Silicon  
Interposer Glass 

Dielectric Constant 9.8 3.17 3.68 11.7 5-7 

Loss Tangent 0.0007 0.006@140GHz 0.008 0.004  
@35GHz 

0.008 
@100GHz 

Surface Roughness 
(nm) 120 350 1000 1 - 60 <1 

CTE (ppm/K) 6.7 18(x and y) 
200 (z) 30 2.6 - 3.3 3-9 

Young’s Modulus 
(Gpa) 90-150 3.4 -4.0 22 

 
168.9 50-90 

Large Panel  
Processing No Yes No No Yes 

Cost Very high Low High High Moderate 

Min. Feature Size 100 µm  10 µm 2 µm 1 µm 1 µm 

Component Density Low Medium High High High 

Thickness High medium Fine RDL Fine RDL Ultra-Fine RDL 
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1.5 Contributions of this work 

Glass interposer technology is gaining attention for supporting sub-THz modules due to its 

ability to form silicon-like fine pitch lines and spaces at low cost.  So far, the work done for 

glass interposers was limited to 50 GHz. The goal of this thesis is to contribute towards the 

development of glass interposer technology for frequencies above 100 GHz by designing, 

fabricating, and characterizing RF interconnects and filters in glass interposer technology. 

This thesis also contributed to the development of SIW technology by presenting 

miniaturized SIW filters and ultra-low loss SIW interconnects. More specifically the salient 

contributions of this thesis are summarized below:  

• First results for electrical characterization results (dielectric constant and loss 

tangent) for glass interposers using microstrip ring resonator method for a very 

broad frequency range of 20 GHz to 170 GHz. The extracted dielectric constant and 

loss tangent values can be used to accurately design RF components in glass 

interposers.  

• First demonstration of planar interconnects (microstrip lines, CPWs) on glass 

substrates up to 170 GHz. The performance has been compared with other state of 

the art published work.  

• First demonstration of D-band (110 GHz to 170 GHz) SIW interconnects embedded 

in glass interposers. The performance has been compared with SIWs fabricated in 

other interposer technologies.  
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• First demonstration of D-band (110 GHz to 170 GHz) SIW cavity filters in glass 

interposers. Two different shapes of SIW cavity namely square and rectangle were 

used to design the filters and the response was compared.  

Other important novel contributions include:  

• Design, fabrication, and measurements of Novel Blind Via SIW Filters which are 

only 30% of the size compared traditional SIW cavity filters fabricated in the same 

material stack up. Blind via filter technology is promising for making miniaturized 

SIW filters for supporting mmWave modules.  

• Design, fabrication, and measurements of Novel ultra-low loss Air Filled SIW 

technology using multi-layer laminate stack up which achieves 0.16 dB/mm 

measured insertion loss in D-band. The insertion loss has been compared with other 

low loss SIWs published in literature.  

1.6 Organization of Dissertation 

Rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the results for electrical 

characterization of ABF/glass/ABF substrates and benchmarks the performance of glass 

based microstrip lines and CPWs up to 170 GHz, Chapter 3 presents the first demonstration 

of SIWs embedded in glass interposers and compares the performance with SIWs in other 

interposer technologies, Chapter 4 presents SIW cavity based filters in glass interposers 

and compares the performance with other state of the art published filters, Chapter 5 

presents the design method for blind via filters, discusses the challenges in fabrication and 

limitation of a 2-metal layer stack up for designing blind via filters, introduces a new 

material stack up with 3 metal layers  and provides the first demonstration of Novel Blind 

Via Filters and then compares the size and performance to traditional SIW cavity filters 
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designed and fabricated in the same material stack up, Chapter 6 presents the demonstration 

of microstrip lines and SIWs on the new material stack-up and compares the performance 

with other state of the art published work and microstrip lines and SIWs reported in Chapter 

2 and Chapter 3 respectively, Chapter 7 presents Ultra-low loss Air Filled SIWs using 

multi-layer laminate based stack-up and compares the performance with other low loss 

SIWs and Chapter 8 provides summary and future work.  
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CHAPTER 2. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF   

ABF/GLASS/ABF SUBSTRATES 

 Designing RF and microwave components require a good quantitative measure of 

the electrical properties of the materials used. ABF/glass/ABF stack up is the basic 

structural block of glass-based packages and its high frequency characterization is 

necessary for the development of glass-based packaging in the mmWave and sub-THz 

frequency region.  

2.1 Brief Overview of the Material Characterization Methods 

Material characterization methods can be largely divided into two categories namely 

resonant and non-resonant methods. Resonant methods are used to extract electrical 

properties (dielectric constant and loss tangent) at a single or multiple discrete frequencies 

whereas non-resonant methods are used to obtain material properties for a broad range of 

frequencies [29]. Free space method is a popular non-resonant material characterization 

method. In this method a sample is placed between two horn antennas and its electrical 

properties are extracted by measuring the scattering parameters. For characterization in the 

THz range, methods like Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and Time Domain 

Spectroscopy [30] are used but the use of these methods is limited because of due to the 

requirement of sophisticated equipment.  

Resonant methods are generally better for the characterization of low loss materials. 

Resonant cavities have very high Q and resonant modes can be determined as functions of 

the relative permittivity and dimensions of the cavity. Split cavity resonator method [31] 

is an accurate technique used to extract electrical properties of a material at a resonant 
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frequency. This method is often used but in mmWave region where often material 

properties vary and hence electrical properties at multiple frequencies is required, the use 

of split cavity method is limited for since it requires an elaborate test setup, and one test 

setup provides material properties at only one frequency. Microstrip Ring Resonator 

(MRR) [32] method provides reliable characterization results at multiple frequencies with 

minimal test setup. It has been reported in  [21] that, the results of MRR method falls well 

within the error tolerance range of cavity resonator method. Due to this reason, MRR 

method has been chosen to extract the electrical properties of ABF/glass/ABF stack up for 

a broad frequency range of 20 GHz to 170 GHz [28].  

2.2 Material Characterization Test Vehicle Design 

The material stack-up consisted of 100-μm Asahi Glass Company (AGC) ENA1 glass core. 

ENA1 is an alkali-free boro-aluminosilicate glass that serves as a good interposer substrate 

due to its good chemical resistance and ability to support precise control over the 

dimensions of laser drilled vias due to its unique refractive properties. The glass core is 

laminated with a 15-μm polymer film (ABF GL102) on both sides. The test vehicle 

consisted of three structures namely Microstrip Ring Resonator (MRR), microstrip lines 

and Coplanar Waveguides (CPWs). The electrical properties were extracted using MRRs. 

Microstrip lines and CPWs were designed to measure the performance of interconnects on 

ABF/glass/ABF stack up till 170 GHz and validate the extracted electrical properties by 

performing model to hardware correlation.  

The designed structures were measured by using ground-signal-ground (GSG) RF probes. 

This test vehicle was designed to extract material properties from 20 GHz to 170 GHz. To 
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cover the desired frequency range, two different sets of probes were used. Cascade ACP110 

(200-μm pitch) probes were used to measure the structures below 110 GHz and Cascade 

infinity probes I170 probes (75-μm pitch) were used for the D-band (110–170 GHz). Since 

the pitch was different, separate structures with different RF probe pads were designed to 

be consistent with the RF probes. The design procedure for each structure is described 

below.  

2.2.1 Microstrip Ring Resonator 

Microstrip ring resonator is a closed-loop ring which is fed by two microstrip lines. There 

is a coupling gap between the ring and the feed lines. The radius of the microstrip ring is 

inversely related with the resonant frequency. The S21 response of MRR has resonant 

periodic peaks. The effective permittivity of a material is a function of the location of these 

resonant peaks whereas the loss tangent is a function of quality factor of the peaks. The 

design equation used to design MRRs is given below:  

𝑓$ =
$)

9:!!	<="##
          (4) 

where fn corresponds to the nth resonance, rm is the mean radius of the ring, and c is speed 

of light. To calculate the mean radius of the ring, n is set to 1. 

MRR resonates at discrete frequency points which are multiple of the fundamental resonant 

frequency. To capture material properties at multiple frequencies, MRRs with three 

different radii were designed. The fundamental frequencies for MRRs were at 5 GHz, 10 

GHz and 15 GHz. Since the designed MRRs were to be measured using GSG RF probes, 

conductor backed CPW (CBCPW) to MS transitions were designed. The designed MRR 
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with CBCPW to MS transitions is given in Figure 4b.  To keep the fabrication process 

simple, via-less CBCPW probe pads were designed according to the guidelines presented 

in [33] . Total width of the probe pads should be less than than λg/2 to avoid the parasitic 

parallel plate waveguide mode [34].  The designed CBCPW to MS transition is given in 

Figure 4d.   

Initially, two sets of MRRs were designed to be measured with different probes (200 µm 

and 75 µm) to cover entire frequency range from 20 GHz to 170 GHz. After initial 

measurements it was observed that via-less CBCPW to microstrip transitions were showing 

high insertion loss below 40 GHz. Due to this reason, resonant peaks were not captured for 

frequencies below 40 GHz. This can be attributed to the weak coupling between the ground 

pads of CBCPW probe pads and the ground plane. To capture resonant peaks below 40 

GHz, a third set of MRRs was designed with vias on the ground pads of CBCPW to connect 

them to the ground plane. As a result, three sets of MRRs were used to cover the entire 

frequency range. The name of the sets along with the pitch size and frequency range is 

described in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 Properties of sets of MRRs used for material characterization 

Name Pitch 
(µm) 

Vias Fundamental 
Frequency (GHz) 

Frequency Range 
(GHz) 

 

Set 1 200 Yes 5,10 20 to 60 

Set 2 200 No 10,15 75 to 110 

Set 3 75 No 10,15 110 to 170 
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Since the designed MRRs were fed using CBCPW to MS transitions, the measurements 

after LRRM calibration had the effects of these probe pads and transitions. To de-embed 

the response of the MRRs, Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) structures were designed to shift the 

reference plane. The reference plane after TRL calibration [35] is shown in Figure 4b.  

2.2.2 Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) transmission lines 

CPW is a commonly used electrical planar transmission line.  It consists of a signal trace 

which is surrounded by two ground planes placed on either side of the signal trace. Since 

all the conductors lie in the same plane, only one metal layer is required to design CPWs. 

To investigate the high frequency performance of ABF/glass/ABF based interconnects, 

CPWs were designed. LineCalc utility in Keysight Advance Design System (ADS) [36] 

was used to calculate the dimensions for CPWs. Like case of CBCPW probe pads, two sets 

were designed to be consistent with the GSG RF probes.  To relax the fabrication 

requirements, 70 Ω impedance was chosen. Ansys High Frequency Structure Simulation 

(HFSS) [37] was used to simulate the designed CPWs. Since ground plane was not required 

for CPWs, only the top side of the stack up was metallized during fabrication. The designed 

CPW is given in Figure 4e.   

2.2.3 Microstrip Lines 

To investigate the performance of ABF/glass/ABF stack up based interconnects, microstrip 

lines were designed. As described in [38], characteristic impedance and dispersion in a 

microstrip line are inversely related. To have lower dispersion, microstrip lines with 70 Ω 
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impedance were designed. The physical dimensions were calculated using LineCalc and 

then models were simulated in Ansys HFSS. CBCPW to microstrip transitions were added 

to probe the designed microstrip lines. To de-embed the response of the microstrip line, 

TRL calibration was used. The length of the feed line was kept same as in MRRs so the 

same set of TRLs can be used for both measurements. The reference plane after TRL 

calibration is shown in Figure 4c.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dimensions of the structures (MRRs, CPWs, microstrip lines) are given in Table 4.  

 

Glass 100um 

15um ABF 

7 µm  
copper 

15um ABF 

feed line  
500um 

Reference Plane after TRL  

gap 

(a) (b) 

feed line  
500um 

wcpw 

Scpw 

Gcpw 

gpad 

wpad 

lpad 

lt 

Wspad 

(d) (e) 

Reference Plane after TRL   

feed 
line 

 

Microstrip 

(c) 

lms 
 

feed 
line 

glass 
Glass 

ABF 

Cu 

Figure 4 Material characterization test vehicle (a) material stack up (b) MRR (c) 
microstrip line (d) CBCPW probe pad (e) CPW 
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Table 4 Dimensions of the Test Vehicle Fabrication of the Characterization Test 
Vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure Parameter 
 

200 μm  
Pitch Probe 

75 μm  
Pitch Probe 

 

CPW 

Scpw 80 50 

gcpw 38 23 

Wcpw 180 100 

 

 

CBCPW 
Probe Pads 

Wspad 90 45 

gpad 50 27 

lpad 150 75 

lt 70 50 

wpad 250 85 

 

Microstrip 

 

wms 127 127 

lms 3200 3500 

.MRR 5GHz 

MRR10GHz 

MRR15GHz 

rm 5400 N/A 

rm 2700 2700 

rm N/A 1800 

gap 30 30 

 

TRLs 

feed line 500 750 

line1  400 (Set1) 425 (Set 3) 

line2  500 (Set 2) N/A 
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2.3 Fabrication  

The designed structures were fabricated on two panels namely microstrip panel and CPW 

panel. Since CPW lines did not require conductor backing, only top side of the material 

stack up was metallized. For microstrip panel, both sides of the stack up were metallized 

because MRRs and microstrip lines required ground plane. The process flow is described 

in Figure 5. In the first step, bare glass panels were treated with Oxygen Plasma for 5 

minutes. Then these panels were treated with silane for 20 minutes at 70º C.  In the next 

step, 15 µm thick dry film polymer (ABF GL102) was vacuum laminated onto glass panels 

using Meiki Laminator. Copper was patterned using Semi-Additive Process (SAP) [39].  

Then copper seed layer was deposited using an electroless Cu deposition. The targeted 

thickness for Cu seed layer was ~300 µm.  7 μm-thick dry-film positive photoresist (Hitachi 

RY5107) was then vacuum laminated on the seed layer and exposed using a mask-less 

aligner. Copper was electroplated to 7 μm in height after which, the Cu seed etched using 

differential etcher.  

The dimensions of the fabricated samples were measured using Zeta Optical Profiler. The 

fabricated widths varied by 2 µm to 4 μm at various samples. This can be attributed to 

various parameters in fabrication which are difficult to precisely control.  This discrepancy 

represents 1.5-3% variation with respect to the designed width of the microstrip line (127 

μm). This resulted between 1 to 3Ω impedance change in microstrip and CPW lines, 

respectively. Copper surface roughness was measured on various samples using Zeta 

Optical Profilometer. The rms value for the measured surface roughness varied between 

180 nm to 275 nm on different samples with majority of the readings around 200nm. The 

fabricated samples are shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 5 Process flow for fabrication 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

1.Adhesion promotion  
on bare glass 

4.PR Lamination 

2.ABF Lamination 

5.Photo Lithography 

3.Electroless Cu Seed  

Layer Deposition 

6.Electroplating 

7.PR Stripping and Seed Layer Etching 
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2.4 Electrical Measurements 

The designed samples were measured in the frequency range of 20 GHz to 170 GHz. The 

measurement equipment and results test structures are described in the sub-sections below:  

2.4.1 Measurement Equipment   

Two different measurement set ups were used to cover the frequency range from 20 GHz 

to 170 GHz. For 20 GHz to 110 GHz, Anritsu VNA (ME7808) and frequency extenders 

3742A-EW were used. Cascade ACP-110-GSG-200 probes were used to probe these 

samples.  For 110 GHz to 170 GHz, Agilent E8361C vector network analyzer, millimeter 

wave controller and frequency extenders (V06VNA2) were used. Both measurement set-

ups are given in Figure 7.  Cascade infinity probes 170-S-GSG-75-BT were used to probe 

these samples. LRRM calibration was performed using calibration substrates and Wincal 

software.  

 

 

Figure 6 Fabricated Samples(a) MRRs coupon (b) MRR with CBCPW to 
microstrip transitions (c) CPWs coupon (d) CPW line (e) microstrip lines 

coupon (c) microstrip line with CBCPW to microstrip transitions   

(e) (f) 
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2.4.2 Initial Measurements  

This sub-section will describe the initial measurement results in which poor electrical 

performance of via-less CBCPW probe pads was observed at frequencies below 40 GHz. 

Scattering parameters S21 (dB) for MRR and thru structure are given in Figure 8. In the 

response of MRR, resonances below 40 GHz are not clearly captured. It can be seen in the 

response of the thru structure which consists of back-to-back CBCPW to MS transitions 

that the insertion loss is very high below 40 GHz. As described before, this can be attributed 

to the weak coupling between the ground pads of CBCPW and ground plane and can be 

mitigated using vias on CBCPW ground pads to connect them to the ground plane. After 

observing these measurements, CBCPW to MS transitions with vias were used for designs 

operating below 60 GHz.  

Keysight Set up 

ACP-110-GSG-200 

1 GHz 110 GHz 

Anritsu Set up 

170 GHz Anritsu VNA 

170-S-GSG-75-BT 

Keysight VNA 

Figure 7 Measurement set up from 20 GHz to 170 GHz 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

2.4.3 Important consideration for probing of D-band samples  

Landing probes on D-band samples is challenging because of the fine pitch of D-band 

probes. In this test vehicle while probing on a few samples the traces were getting buckled 

off or the scratch marks of the probes were uneven as shown in Figure 9and Figure 9b 

respectively. Often this problem can be attributed to non-planarity of the RF probe. When 

S 2
1 (

dB
) 

S 2
1 (

dB
)  simulated 

measured 

resonances  
captured 

resonances 
not captured 

Figure 8 Initial measurements with via-less CBCPW probe pads (a) MRR (b) thru 
structure  
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a probe is tilted, it makes an uneven contact with the probe pads which can cause such 

issues. The probes were planarized carefully on a scratch substrate to get even probe scratch 

marks but still some traces got buckled off.  To find the reason for this, the fabricated 

samples were carefully examine using Zeta Optical Profilometer. It was observed that D-

band CPW probe pads were greatly affected by non-uniformity of electroplating. The 

planarity tolerance of D-band probes is less than a micron as reported by Cascade but in 

some of the samples, the variation was above 2 µm. This non-uniformity at the CPW probe 

pads was causing issues with D-band probing in this test vehicle. Due to this reason, in this 

test vehicle the probe pads were checked and the samples with accepted level of non-

uniformity were used. To avoid this problem in future, fine dummy structures (25 µm by 

25 µm) were included in the mask design to improve the uniformity at the probe pads.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ground pad 
buckled 

(a) (b) 

uneven 
probe scratch 

(c) 

~2 µm 
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2.4.4 Microstrip Ring Resonators  

MRRs and TRLs were first measured under LRRM calibration. Then TRL calibration was 

performed to de-embed the response of rings. Multiple samples were fabricated and 

measured to account for any process and statistical variations. Different measurements had 

good correlation with one another indicating the robustness of the fabrication and 

measurement process. Measured scattering parameters S21(dB) for multiple samples are 

given in Figure 10.  

Figure 9 Probe pads in D-band samples (a) buckled pad (b) uneven probe 
scratch (c) sample with ~2 µm height variation in GSG (d) good sample with 

~0.5 um variation 

(d) 
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Figure 10 Extracted S21 (dB) of MRRs after TRL calibration (a) Set 1 20 GHz to 60 
GHz (b) Set 2 75 GHz 110 GHz (c) Set 3 10 GHz MRRs 110 GHz to 170 GHz (d) Set 

3 15 GHz MRRs 110 GHz to 170 GHz 

Sharp resonances can be seen in the measured response of MRRs across the entire 

frequency region. In Set 1 and Set 2 all the resonances were captured however in Set 3 

some resonant peaks were not clearly captured. This can be attributed to the sensitivity of 

samples in Set 3 (due to high frequency 110 GHz to 170 GHz) to variations in geometry, 

manufacturing tolerances and measurement uncertainties. As described in [21], only 

clearly captured peaks were used to extract electrical properties. It can also be observed in 

the measurements that quality factor of the peaks is decreasing with the increase in 

frequency. This indicates an increase in total loss (dielectric and conductor losses) with 

increasing frequency.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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There are two models which are generally used to extract dielectric constant from the 

response MRR. The first model is Quasi-Static Model [40] which provides a good estimate 

but at high frequencies the accuracy of this model decreases because it doesn’t include 

dispersion. The second model is dispersive model [41] which is described through 

equations below:  

𝜀!""(") =	𝜀%!&(") −
'!"#(%)('"%%(')	

*+,(")
                                        (5) 

𝑃(𝑓) = 𝑃*𝑃-[(0.1844 + 𝑃.𝑃/)10𝑓ℎ]*.123.                             (6) 

𝑃* = 0.27488 + 40.6315 + 4.1-1
(*+4.*12"5)('

8 𝑢 − 0.065683e(6.21*.7       (7) 

𝑃- = 0.33622{1 − e<−0.03442𝜀%!&(")=}                            (8)  

𝑃. = 0.0363(−4.6𝑢) ?1 − e 4− "5
..62

8
/.82

@                            (9) 

𝑃/ = 1 + 2.751 A1 − e 4−
'!"#(%)

(*1.8*3))
8B                                 (10) 

 

where u=w/h 

 

The values of effective permittivity εeff were calculated at each resonant frequency from 

the frequency response (S21) of MRRs using eq (4). Next, relative permittivity (εrel) was 

calculated from effective permittivity using eq (5). Eq (5) involves a term P(f) which is 

defined by eq (6). P(f) includes terms P2 and P4 defined by eq (8) and eq (10) respectively. 

These terms involve the unknown term εrel. Therefore, a numerical technique, Secant 

Method was used to solve the eq (5).  The extracted dielectric constant for ABF/glass/ABF 

stack-up is given in Figure 11. The vertical bars represent a confidence interval of 95%.  
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Figure 11 Extracted dielectric constant of ABF/glass/ABF stack-up 

. 
The extracted dielectric constant varied from 4.79 to 4.87 for the frequency range of 20 to 

60 GHz. These values were extracted using MRRs in Set 1. For the frequency range of 75 

GHz to 170 GHz, MRRs from Set 2 and Set 3 were used. For this frequency region, the 

average extracted dielectric constant was 4.72 with a variance of +0.1(+2.1%). There was 

~4% difference in the average dielectric constant between Set 1 and Set 2 and 3. This can 

be due to slighty high permittivity of glass at lower frequencies [42] . It is also important 

to note that Set 1 was fabricated later (after the initial measurements) on a different panel 

so this variation can also be due to discrepancies in dielectric thickness and slight changes 

in ring radii on different panels. A 10 µm change in substrate thickness and 50 µm change 

in MRR ring radius can change the extracted dielectric constant by 1% and 2% 

respectively. This dependency on the preciseness of fabricated structures and substrate 

thickness is a limitation of MRR method. However, in general 4% variation in dielectric 
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constant over such a broad frequency range is acceptable and can be attributed to several 

factors that are difficult to control precisely.   

The loaded quality factors (QL) and unloaded quality factors (QU) at resonant frequencies 

were calculated using eq (11) and eq (12) respectively. Then, total loss (𝛼%&%>?) was 

calculated using eq (13). This total loss 	(𝛼%&%>?)  has three components namely conductor 

loss (αc), dielectric loss (αd) and radiation loss. When the ratio of line width (wms) to mean 

radius (rm) is much less than 0.2, MRR has no radiation losses. The only source of radiation 

is the open ended microstrip feed lines, and this effect has been removed by TRL 

calibration. Due to these reasons, it can be assumed that the total loss is a combination of 

only dielectric loss and conductor loss. To extract loss tangent of the dielectric material, 

conductor was theoretically calculated and subtracted from the total loss as described by 

eq (14). To theoretically calculate the conductor loss, a loss model presented in [43] was 

used. The loss model uses surface correction factor which depends on the surface 

roughness of copper. The copper surface roughness was measured on different samples 

using Zeta Optical Profilometer. The rms value for the measured surface roughness varied 

between 180 nm to 275 nm on different samples with majority of the readings around 200 

nm. Hence 200 nm rms value was used in calculations. The loss tangent (tan(δ)) was 

calculated from dielectric loss by using eq (15). The extracted loss tangent is given in 

Figure 12. The vertical bars indicate confidence interval of 95%. The loss tangent varies 

from 0.004 to 0.015 in the frequency range of 20 GHz to 170 GHz.  

𝑄9 = 𝑓:;5/𝐵𝑊.<=             (11) 

𝑄> = 𝑄9/(1 − 10
*(+
(' )         (12) 

𝛼;?;@& = 𝜋/𝑄>𝜆A                 (13) 
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𝛼< = 𝛼;?;@& − 𝛼B                 (14) 

tan(𝛿) =
C,D'E'"%%('!(*)

F'!('"%%(*)
     (15) 

 

 

Figure 12 Extract loss tangent for ABF/glass/ABF stack-up 

2.4.5  CPW lines 

To measure the samples, CPW panel was placed on a metal chuck. Since CPW panel had 

no ground plane on the back sides, it was important to ensure that field lines did not interact 

with the metal chuck.  Simulations were performed in Ansys HFSS to confirm the isolation 

of panel from the metal chuck.  The measured scattering parameters (dB) of different 

samples CPW lines are given in Figure 13. Measurements on different samples are 

consistent with one another. The per unit insertion loss varies from 0.055 dB/mm to 0.5 

dB/mm from 20 GHz to 170 GHz.  
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Figure 13 Measured Scattering Parameters of CPW Lines (a) S11 (dB) vs 
Freq(GHz) of 5 mm long CPW Lines (b) S21(dB) vs Freq(GHz) of 5 mm long CPW 
Lines (c) S11(dB) vs Freq(GHz) of 4 mm long CPW Lines (d) S21(dB) vs Freq(GHz) 

of 4 mm long CPW Lines  (e) dB/mm for 20 GHz to 110 GHz  (f) dB/mm for 110 
GHz to 170 GHz 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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2.4.6 Microstrip lines 

Like MRRs, microstrip lines were also fed by CBCPW to MS transitions therefore, TRL 

calibration was required to extract the insertion loss of microstrip lines. The initial 

measurements were taken under LRRM calibration. These measurements had the effects 

of CBCPW probe pads and CBCPW to MS transitions. The measured scattering parameters 

(dB) for thru and microstrip line are given in Figure 14.  

 
(a)                                                              

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 14 Scattering parameters of thru and microstrip line measured under 
LRRM calibration (a) 20 GHz to 50 GHz (b) 75 GHz to 110 GHz (c) 110 GHz to 170 

GHz 

 

The insertion loss of microstrip line after TRL calibration is given in Figure 15. Thru 

standard was very close to 0 dB after TRL calibration which implies that the effects of 

probe pads, transitions and feed lines have been removed and TRL calibration is accurate.  

The insertion loss of thru (after TRL calibration) exceeds 0.05 at the edge of D-band around 

165 GHz. This is most likely because the length of the line standard is very close to 180 

degrees around that frequency. Due to this slightly higher error at the edge of D-band (~165 

GHz), the extracted insertion loss for microstrip line is reported up to 165 GHz (instead of 

170 GHz).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 15 Extracted Insertion Loss of Microstrip Line after TRL Calibration and 
comparison with (a) Microstrip line from 20 GHz to 50 GHz (b) Microstrip line 

from 75 GHz to 110 GHz (c) Microstrip Line from 110 GHz to 165 GHz 
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2.5 Model to Hardware Correlation 

The extracted dielectric constant and loss tangent data points were used to make frequency 

dependent substrate model in Ansys HFSS and models of CPW and microstrip lines were 

simulated. The goal of this task was to validate the extracted material properties by 

comparing the frequency dependent model-based simulations with the measurements. The 

magnitude (dB/mm) and phase (degree) for CPW and microstrip lines are given in Figure 

16. The simulated models show a decent agreement with the measurements over a broad 

range of frequency from 20 GHz to 170 GHz.   

 

(a)                                                                            (b) 

 

(c)                                                                           (d) 
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(e)                                                                           (f) 

 

(g)                                                                           (h) 

 

(i)                                                                           (j) 

Figure 16 Model to Hardware Correlation of S21 (a) S21 (dB/mm) Microstrip Line 
20 GHz to 50 GHz (b) Phase Microstrip Line 20 GHz to 50 GHz (c) S21 (dB/mm) 

Microstrip Line 75 GHz to 110 GHz (d) Phase Microstrip Line 75 GHz to 110 GHz 
(e) ) S21 (dB/mm) Microstrip 
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2.6 Performance Comparison 

The average insertion loss (dB/mm) of the interconnects designed on ABF/glass/ABF stack 

up was compared with other state of the art materials like Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) 

[22, 44], Astra, Teflon, and Rogers RF Duriod 6002 [45]. These materials have low loss 

properties and therefore are widely used for high frequency applications. The average 

insertion loss comparison is given in Figure 17. Glass based interconnects show very 

comparable performance as compared to the other candidates which shows that glass 

interposer technology is promising for supporting sub-THz modules.   

 

(a)                                                              (b) 

 

(c)                                                                          (b) 
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(e) 

Figure 17 S21 Per Unit (dB/mm) of Glass based interconnects and comparison with 
the state-of-the-art materials (a)CPWs 20 to 110 GHz (b) CPWs 110 to 170 GHz (c) 
Microstrip Lines 20 to 50 GHz (d) Microstrip Lines 75 to 110 GHz (e) Microstrip 

Line 110 to 170 GHz 

 

The insertion loss values at different frequencies with applications like 5G, WiGig, 

vehicular radar and 6G [46] are given in Table 5. Till 110 GHz, the glass-based 

interconnects have comparable performance as compared to the other materials. In D-band 

(110 GHz to 170 GHz), LCP provides a lower insertion loss for microstrip lines due to its 

low loss tangent, but glass interposers can support large packages with high I/O density 

because it can support fine dimensions (~1 µm). Glass based packages have superior 

dimensional stability and thermal reliability.  

2.7 Industrial Utilization and Time to Market 

The results show confidence that ABF/glass/ABF stack up while having good electrical 

performance like other low loss materials, can provide other module-level and system level 

benefits which are not possible otherwise [28]. However, since glass interposer technology 

is relatively new compared to the other candidates namely LTCC, organic substrates and 
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Silicon interposers therefore the adoption in industry is still in early stages. The adoption 

will significantly increase once the supply chain for glass and other required materials is 

set up to meet the market demand, necessary tools and manufacturing lines are readily 

available and manufacturing processes are standardized.  

Table 5  
Comparison of the performance (dB/mm) of glass-based transmission lines with 

other high frequency materials 

 5G 

28-40 GHz 

WiGig 
 

60 GHz 

Vehicular 
Radar 

77 GHz 

Radar 

94 GHz 

6G  
 

140 GHz 

LCP .05- 0.10 

 

0.15 0.175 0.20 0.24 

Astra .016 - 0.06 

 

0.085 0.1125 0.1375 NA 

Teflon 0.015-0.06 

 

0.0865 0.1 0.13 NA 

Rogers 0.075  
(40 GHz) 

0.1 0.13 0.15 NA 

 

Glass 
(this  

work) 

0.075-0.095 
(CPW)  

0.1-0.1225 
(microstrip) 

0.12  
(CPW) 

0.17  
(CPW) 

0.13 
(microstrip) 

0.22 
(CPW) 

0.15 
(microstrip) 

0.25 
(CPW) 

0.45 
(microstrip) 
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CHAPTER 3. SUBSTRATE INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDES 

The use of carrier frequency mmWave frequency region poses unprecedented 

challenged for RF design. Interconnects with low loss, zero cross talk, high power handling 

capability and good broadband performance are required to support these mmWave 

modules. Traditional metallic waveguides can be used as ultra-low loss interconnects 

because they use air as a dielectric. They carry waveguides which can carry higher power 

as compared to TEM and quasi-TEM modes and due to their closed nature, they achieve 

zero cross talk.   However, for consumer industry where form factor and cost are main 

drivers, metallic waveguides have limitations because they are bulky 3D structures which 

are costly to machine and difficult to integrate with other planar technologies like 

microstrip and CPW. Microstrips and CPWs are low profile but they have low Q mainly 

due to the radiation losses as these structures are not closed.  Substrate Integrated 

Waveguide (SIW) technology [47] bridges the gap between the traditional waveguides and 

planar technologies like CPWs and microstrip lines as it preserves the advantages of bulky 

waveguides in a low-profile form factor that is easy to integrate. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 18 Loss-size for different interconnects 
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On the loss-size graph, SIWs are in between the traditional waveguides and planar 

structures as shown in Figure 18. Due to closed transmission, SIWs have significantly 

lower coupling if the vias are closely placed in the  side walls obeying  the design rules 

presented in  [48]. Microstrip lines are typically smaller in width but unlike SIWs 

microstrip lines have a greater coupling and hence to get decent isolation, they need to be 

separated by a large distance.  This makes SIWs promising for to achieve low cross talk in 

a compact manner even though they are wider in size. For example, in 3mm width, SIWs 

have 2X less cross talk as compared to microstrip line pair. This makes a case for SIWs for 

dense signal routing with low cross talk.  

Since SIWs emulate a rectangular waveguide, they have high power handling capability. 

The frequency-dependent average high power handling capability (AHPC) of SIWs was 

studied in detail in [49]. AHPC of an SIW depends on various factors like ohmic 

attenuation, dielectric attenuation, cross section of the waveguide, ambient temperature and 

glass transition temperature of the materials used. AHPC of SIWs can be computed by 

using a set of heat transfer analysis-based equations presented in [49].  

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

3mm 3mm 
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(b) 

 

3.1 Brief literature review of SIWs above 100 GHz 

Owing to the merits of SIW technology, SIWs have been demonstrated using different 

substrate and fabrication technologies for frequencies above 100 GHz. Organic substrates 

like LCP were used to develop SIWs up to 170 GHz. It was observed that despite the low 

loss tangent of LCP, LCP based SIWs shows insertion loss up to 0.85 dB/mm due to large 

surface roughness of the material. It has been reported in [24] that insertion loss can be 

improved by using an additional surface polishing process. High resistivity Silicon-based 

SIWs have been presented in [50]. This material is attractive for the development of SIWs 

because of its compatibility with the CMOS process and its use in Silicon Interposers but 

its cost due to the use of expensive materials and wafer scale processes make it less 

desirable. High resistivity Silicon-based SIWs show insertion loss of 0.55 dB/mm to 0.7 

dB/mm in D-band. Recently, Silicon Carbide (SiC) has also been used to develop low loss 

SIWs above 100 GHz [51]. SiC based SIWs show an excellent insertion of 0.22 dB/mm in 

D-band but high cost and extremely challenging fabrication process owing to the hardness 

of the materials makes the application of this solution very limited.  

microstrip to microstrip 

SIW to SIW 

Figure 19 Cross talk study (a) structures (b) isolation (dB) 
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To overcome the limitations of the existing packaging technologies, glass interposers have 

gained a lot of attention because of their unique ability to support ultra-fine pitches at low 

cost with decent electrical performance. The potential of glass interposer technology to 

support mmWave modules and the merits of SIW technology motivate the development of 

SIWs in D-band using glass interposer technology. The design, fabrication and 

measurements for glass based SIWs [52] will be presented in the proceeding sub-section.  

 

3.2 SIWs in Glass Interposer Technology 

SIWs were designed, fabricated, and measured using ABF/glass/ABF material stack up. 

The design details are described below: 

3.2.1 Design Details 

SIW emulates a rectangular waveguide by enclosing substrate between two metal layers 

connected by two rows of via side walls. This geometry can support transverse electric 

(TE) modes. For the cut off frequency (fc) for the fundamental mode (TE10), the width of 

the SIW is equal to one half of the guided wavelength corresponding to the cut off 

frequency. The bandwidth of operation for the fundamental mode is from 1.25fc to 1.89fc.. 

Ansys HFSS was used to design the SIWs. The material stack up was modelled by using 

the frequency dependent electric properties extracted in the previous chapter.   
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(a)                                              (b) 
 
 
 
 

 

(c) 

 

The width of the SIWs was designed to be 900 µm to keep the cut off frequency at 80 GHz. 

The diameter and pitch were 100 µm and 150 µm respectively. These values obey the 

design rules presented in [48] to have negligible radiation loss through the via sidewall of 

the SIW. Since the designed SIWs were to be probed used RF GSG cables, CBCPW to 

microstrip transitions were added. SIWs with two different lengths (4mm and 8mm) were 

designed so that insertion of the SIW section can be extracted by eliminating the effects of 

CBCPW probe pads, CBCPW to microstrip transition, microstrip feed lines and microstrip 

taper. The material stack-up and design are given in Figure 20.   

 

 
l=4mm and 8mm 

900um 500um 

250um 

Glass 
100 µm 

200um 

350um 

50um 120um 

30um 
50um 

100um 

ABF GL102  
15 µm 

Figure 20 Design of glass based SIWs (a) CBCPW to microstrip transition (b) material stack up 
(c) SIW with microstrip taper transitions and CBPW probe pads 
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3.3 Fabrication 

Since this test vehicle had Thru Glass Vias (TGVs), the designs of panels with TGVs were 

sent to Asahi Glass Company (AGC) and TGVs were drilled by AGC. Bare glass panels 

were treated with Oxygen Plasma for 5 mins, followed by Silane treatment for 20 mins at 

70º C.   Then 15 µm thick ABF GL 102 dry film was vacuum laminated on both sides of 

the glass substrate using Meiki Laminator. Then the laminated panel was cured at high 

temperatures (30 mins at 130˚C and 30 mins at 170˚C). During the curing stage, the 

polymer flows, and TGVs get filled with the polymer. Then via-in-via were drilled using 

Cornerstone Laser Tool. The copper was patterned using Semi-Additive Process (SAP). 

0.3 µm thick Cu seed layer was deposited using electroless copper deposition. Next, 15 µm 

thick dry film photoresist (Hitachi RY5115) was vacuum laminated and exposed using 

mask aligner. Then Cu was plated up to 7 µm and at last, the seed layer was etched using 

differential etcher. The process flow is given in Figure 21. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Bare Glass Panel 2. Thru Glass Via Drilling 

3. Lamination 4. Via in Via Drilling 

5. Metallization using SAP 

Figure 21 Process flow for fabrication 
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The fabricated samples were examined under Zeta Optical Profilometer. There was ~4 to 

5 µm difference in designed and fabricated structures. This can be attributed to various 

factors like exposure time in lithography, photoresist development rate and time in 

differential etcher which are difficult to precisely control. In this test vehicle, the structure 

of interest was SIW section, and it was not affected by this slight change in fabricated lines 

and spaces. The fabricated dimensions were used in simulation models to account for any 

changes caused. The fabricated samples are shown in Figure 22.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Measurements 

The scattering parameters of the fabricated SIWs were measured in D-band using Keysight 

VNA (E8361C) along with millimeter wave controller and frequency extenders 

(V06VNA2). Cascade Infinity probes 170-S-GSG-75-BT (75μm pitch) were used to probe 

the samples. LRRM calibration was performed using Cascade Wincal software and 

calibration substrate to move the reference plane to the edge of the probe tips. The 

simulated and measured scattering parameters for 4mm and 8mm long SIWs with 

transitions and feed lines are given in Figure 23a and Figure 23b. The simulated and 

measured results have decent agreement.  

4mm 

8mm 

Figure 22 Fabricated SIW samples 
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To extract the loss of SIW section, the measurements of 8mm and 4mm long structures 

were subtracted. The extracted loss of SIW section (dB/mm) is given in Figure 23c. The 

performance (dB/mm) of the glass interposer based SIW was compared with SIWs 

fabricated in LCP and Silicon interposers (high resistivity Silicon). The performance 

comparison is given in Figure 23c.    

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 23 Measured and Simulated Results of the Glass Based SIWs (a) S11(dB) (b) 
S21 (dB) (c) S21 (dB/mm) with performance of SIWs on other substrates 

 

The measured insertion loss of glass based SIW varies from 0.5 dB/mm to 1.0 dB/mm in 

entire D-band. The insertion loss values are 0.5 dB/mm and 0.72 dB/mm at 110 GHz and 

170 GHz respectively. The average insertion loss in D-band is 0.7 dB/mm. For most of the 

frequencies in D-band, the insertion loss varies from 0.5 dB/mm to 0.8 dB/mm except for 

a narrow band around 150 GHz. Simulated and measured insertion loss follow a similar 

trend. There is a 0.25dB/mm difference between the simulated and measured response. In 

the simulations, the effect of surface roughness was not included. The surface roughness 

was measured using Zeta Optical Profilometer. On different samples, the measured rms 

surface roughness value ranged between 180 nm to 250 nm. The correlation can be 

improved including surface roughness in simulations. The results show that glass 

interposer based SIWs show good electrical performance which gives confidence that glass 

interposer technology is a suitable candidate to support mmWave modules. 
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CHAPTER 4. SUBSTRATE INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDE 

FILTERS 

5G utilized carrier frequencies from untapped mmWave region (28 GHz and 39 GHz) to 

solve the capacity issues of previous generation networks by using wide physical 

bandwidth. Following this trend, in future numerous wireless applications like 6G, 

automotive radars, WiGig etc will use carrier frequencies from mmWave region which will 

crowd the spectrum. This will pose a challenge for the development of mmWave filters to 

enable channel selection and out of band rejection. As discussed in the previous chapter, 

SIW technology will play a crucial role in the development of sub-THz modules due to its 

ability to support low loss interconnects with zero cross talk, high power handling 

capability and compatibility with other planar technologies and fabrication processes. A 

detailed review of SIW based filters is described in [53-55] The electrical performance of 

D-band SIWs in glass interposer technology was described in the previous chapter. The 

merits of SIW technology and its good performance in glass interposers motivate the 

development of other SIW based passive devices ABF/glass/ABF stack up. In this chapter, 

design, fabrication, and measurements for glass based SIW cavity filters will be presented 

[56].  

4.1 Design Details 

ABF/glass/ABF material stack up was used to design SIW filters. Glass and ABF was 

modelled by using frequency dependent substrate model as described in Chapter 2. 
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Bandpass filters were designed by directly coupling resonant cavities by inductive iris. The 

frequency response of a resonant cavity is function of its geometry. To demonstrate 

different frequency responses, two different shapes of resonant cavities were designed 

namely square and rectangle. The difference in the frequency response will be discussed 

later with the measurement results. The initial dimensions of the cavity can be calculated 

by using the equation below 

 

𝑓$%$ =
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%
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   (16) 

 
 where er is the dielectric constant of the material stack up, f101 is the resonant frequency 

for the dominant mode TE101 and weff and leff are the effective width and length of the SIW 

cavity respectively. The relationship between physical and effective dimensions of an SIW 

(length and width) is described in [57].  

For this test vehicle, the target resonant frequency was set to 130 GHz. For square shaped 

cavity, length and width were kept equal. For rectangular cavity, effective width was put 

1mm and effective length was calculated. The diameter and pitch were designed to be 70 

µm and 170 µm respectively. These values obey the design guidelines given in [48] for 

negligible loss radiation loss. After calculating initial dimensions, simulation models were 

built in HFSS, and dimensions were tuned to set the resonant frequency at 130 GHz. The 

cavities were fed using center coupled microstrip lines.  

The width and the length of the coupling slot were designed using Ansys HFSS. The 

simulated s-parameters for different coupling slots are given in Figure 24. First, the effect 

of coupling width (ws) was investigated by simulating three different models with 25 µm, 

50 µm and 75 µm wide coupling slot.  Decreasing the coupling width increases the 
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rejections in stop band at the expense of slightly higher passband insertion loss. After 

observing the results, 30 µm wide coupling slot was used in this design to have a tradeoff 

between passband insertion loss and stop band rejection.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 24 Coupling slot design (a) varying slot width (ws) with a fixed ls=225 µm (b) 
varying slot length (ls) with a fixed ws=35 µm 

 

Then the effect of the slot length (sl) was investigated by simulating different cases with 

125 µm, 175 µm, 225 µm, 275 µm, 325 µm and 375 µm long coupling slots. Increasing 
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the coupling slot length decreases the lower stop band rejection and pass band insertion 

loss. From 125 µm to 225 µm, increasing the slot length decreases the higher stop band 

rejection and then from 275 µm to 375 µm, increasing the slot length increases the higher 

stop band rejection.  There is a tradeoff between lower stop band rejection, passband 

insertion loss and higher stop band rejection.  To have a reasonable insertion loss and 

rejection in both stop bands, coupling slot ~250 µm can be used.     

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p d 
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ws 

Glass 
TGV 

ABF 

ABF 

Cu 

Cu 

l 

w 

Reference Plane after TRL 

(a) (b) 

Reference Plane after TRL 

w 

l 

l 

w 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

Figure 25 SIW filter test vehicle (a) material stack up (b)first order square filter 
(c)coupling slot (d) first order rectangular filter (e) second order square filter 
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4.2 Fabrication 

As described in previous test vehicles, the designed filters were probed using RF GSG 

probes so CBCPW to microstrip transitions were added. TRLs were designed to de-embed 

the loss of the filter. The reference plane after TRL calibration is shown in Figure 25b. It 

is important to note that the measurements after TRL calibration included the effects of 

microstrip coupling slots. To exclude the loss from the microstrip coupling slots, reference 

plane can be moved after the microstrip coupling slots as described in [53].  

The designed SIW filters were fabricated using the process flow described in Figure 21. 

However, in this fabrication due to the unavailability of the Cornerstone Laser Tool, via-

in-via were drilled using Optec Femtosecond Laser Tool. Experiments were done to 

determine optimal process conditions for drilling vias in Femtosecond laser tool by varying 

different parameters like laser power, frequency, laser speed, jump speed and burst time. 

Initially, the target via diameter was 100 µm. A single punch drill with 0.6W power (15% 

on femtosecond), 12 kHz frequency and 50mm/sec laser speed resulted in a diameter of 80 

µm with ~16 µm depth. This was used a starting point and multiple drills (~8) were done 

drill through entire 130 µm thick stack up. The measured diameter at the top side of the 

stack up was 95 µm which was very close to the target (100 µm) but this approach gave 

highly tapered vias with only 37 µm bottom diameter. This taper profile was not suitable 

for designing SIWs because it can cause radiation leakage. To correct this, a new approach 

was tried in which half of the drills were done from the top side and then the panel was 

flipped upside down and the remaining drills were done. This approach resulted in an 

additional alignment step but the via profile was corrected and the diameter at both sides 

was ~95 µm. Later, the target diameter was changed to 70 µm to relax the requirement for 
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alignment because of the offset in the panel scale mode in Femtosecond Laser tool.  Once 

the vias were drilled, rest of the other processing steps were same as described in section 

3.3.  

 

 

(a)                                                 (b) 

 

 
                                                   (c)                                                    (d)  
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Figure 26 Via drilling process optimization (a) stack up (b) single drill (c) top side drill 
(d) both side drill 

100 µm 130 µm Glass ABF 

Figure 27 Samples with drilled vias (a) optimization grid (b) third order 
square filter (c) second order rectangular filter 

Drilled vias 

Polymer filled vias 
(before drilling) 
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70.4 µm 69.9 µm  

171.7 µm 

(f) 

Figure 28 Fabricated samples (a) panel (b) via side wall (c) diameter pitch measurement (d) 
first order rectangular filter (e) second order rectangular filter (f) second order square filter 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 
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The fabricated samples are given in Figure 28. The fabricated dimensions were measured 

using Zeta Optical Profiler. The designed and fabricated dimensions along with the 

percentage change are given in the table below. There was ~7 µm change in designed and 

fabricated line dimensions. This can be attributed to several factors like exposure time in 

lithography, photoresist development rate and etching rate in differential etcher which are 

difficult to precisely control. The fabricated dimensions were used in the post fabrication 

simulation models to get better model to hardware correlation.  

 

Table 6 Physical dimensions for SIW filters 

Parameter Symbol Designed  
(µm) 

Fabricated  
(µm) 

Change 
(%) 

 
Square cavity 
dimensions 

l 700 710 1.4 

w 700 710 1.4 

 
Rectangle cavity 

dimensions 

l 600 608 1.3 

w 1000 1012 1.2 

Via pitch p 170 172 1.2 

Via diameter d 70 70.5 0.7 

Coupling slot length ls 225 232 3 

Coupling slot width ws 30 33.5 11.6 

Microstrip line width wms 120 113 5.8 
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4.3 Measurements 

The scattering parameters of the designed filters were measured using Agilent vector 

network analyzer (E8361C). The frequency range of the VNA was extended to D-band 

(110 GHz to 170 GHz) by using D-band extenders (V06VNA2) and mmWave controller. 

Samples were probed using Cascade infinity probes 170-S-GSG-75-BT (75μm pitch). Two 

tier calibration was used to measure the samples. First, LRRM calibration was used to 

move the reference plane to the edge of the probe tips using Wincal software by Cascade 

and calibration substrate. Then TRL calibration was used to remove the losses due to 

CBCPW to microstrip transitions and feed lines. The reference plane after TRL calibration 

is given in  Figure 25b. 

The simulated and measured scattering parameters in D-band are given in Figure 29. First, 

second and third order square filters show insertion loss of 1.54 dB, 2.7 dB and 4.2 dB 

respectively. The first and second order rectangular filters show 1.65 dB and 2.85 dB 

insertion loss at ~130 GHz. The relative bandwidth for the designed filters is given in Table 

7. The frequency response of different cavity shapes (square and rectangle) is compared in 

Figure 29e. Rectangle shaped filters show better rejection in the higher stop band compared 

to square shaped filters. This effect is due to the different shape of the cavity because for 

square shaped cavity, the cut off for higher order modes are relatively closer to the center 

frequency as compared to rectangle shaped cavity. Due to this reason, rectangular cavities 

perform better in rejecting higher frequencies. However, for a same order, rectangular 

filters are 20% larger in size compared to square filters. These results show that SIW filters 

provide flexibility to achieve different filter responses by changing the shape of the filter.  
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The insertion loss and bandwidth of the glass based SIW filters is compared with state-of-

the-art mmWave SIW filters in Table 7. It is important to note that the filters in listed in 

Table 7 have different orders, different substrate heights and feeding mechanisms which 

makes direct insertion loss comparison difficult. However, results show that the glass based 

SIW filters have comparable electrical performance to the other candidates while providing 

additional module level and system level benefits like supporting ultra-fine pitch on panel 

scale at low cost which are not possible otherwise. 
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Figure 29 Measurements and simulated scattering parameters for post fabrication models of 
SIW filters (a) S11 for square filters (b) S21 for square filters (c) S11 for rectangular filters (d) 

S21 for rectangular filters (e) S21 for both square and rectangular filters 

(e) 
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Table 7 Insertion loss and bandwidth comparison for mmWave SIW filters 

 

4.4 Role of Material Properties and Via Diameter in SIW cavity filters 

The SIW filter test vehicle was designed and fabricated twice. The results presented in this 

chapter are from the second build. This sub-section will document the results obtained and 

lessons learnt from the first build. The first build of SIW resonator filters were completed 

using the SIW fabrication process described in sub-section 4.2. After measurements, it was 

observed that the center frequency of the filters was shifted by a few GHz (~18 GHz). The 

Ref. Material Order IL  

(dB) 

Freq (GHz) 

f0 

BW 

(%) 

size(l0 x l0) 

l0=c/f0 

[58] LCP 2 2.6 94 8 .63 x .57 

[59] High R Si 4 3.9 140 10 NR 

[60] LTCC 3 1.913 140 13.0 .38 x .57 

[61]     
Thick 
film 

4 3.33 94 7.3 .28 x .8 

4 3.86 150 8 NR 

[62] BCB 
(simulated) 

3 1.5 159.7 12.5 .45 x 1.2 

 

This 

Work 

 

 

ABF/ 

glass/ 

ABF 

1 1.54  
Square 

130.5 12.8 .31 x .31 

1 1.65  
Rect  

130.5 9.8 .44 x .26 

2 2.7  
Square 

131.2 9 .31 x .62 

2 2.85  
Rect  

131.2 9.5 .44 x .52 

3 4.2  
Square 

132.4 8.8 .31 x .93 
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target design frequency was 140 GHz, but the measured filters resonated at ~122 GHz. 

This trend was consistent in all measurements. This can be explained based on two factors, 

1) the extracted material properties of ABF/glass/ABF material stack up were not available 

during the design of the first test vehicle.  Therefore, dielectric constant of the materials 

(ABF and glass) was modelled by the data sheet values which were available at low 

frequencies. Later, it was found that the measured values were slightly higher (~10%) than 

the modelled values. This contributed to shifting the resonant frequency to the lower side. 

In addition, as discussed in the fabrication section, the via diameter was decreased from 

100 µm to 70 µm due to challenges in alignment during via drilling using the panel scale 

mode (IFOV) in the Femtosecond Laser Tool. This effect was not included in the 

simulations in the first build as the filters were designed prior to the process development 

for drilling vias.   

 

 

 

                                                 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 30 Results from first SIW filter TV (a) fabricated first order filter (b) 
fabricated second order filter (c) simulated and measured S21 (dB) (d) effect of 

changing via diameter from 100 µm to 50 µm 

 

The fabricated samples and simulated and measured S21 (dB) for the first order SIW filter 

are given in Figure 30. It can be seen in Figure 30b that there is ~18 GHz difference in the 
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designed and measured resonant frequency for the first order SIW filter. To understand the 

effect of changing via diameter, simulations were performed using Ansys HFSS for 

different via diameters. Three cases with 100 µm, 70 µm and 50 µm diameter vias were 

simulated. The results are given in Figure 30d.  The simulation results shown that 

decreasing the via diameter significantly decreases the resonant frequency of the filter. 

Smaller via diameter results in a larger sized cavity hence the resonant frequency shifts to 

the lower side. By incorporating the effect of smaller vias in the post fabrication simulation 

model the center frequency shift was explained and there were two key takeaways which 

were used in the next build to get the desired results i.e., 1) use extracted material properties 

for ABF/glass/ABF material stack-up in HFSS using frequency dependent substrate model 

2) precisely control the diameter of the vias in fabrication to avoid large shifts in resonant 

frequency.  
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CHAPTER 5. NOVEL BLIND VIA FILTERS 

The good electrical performance of SIW technology in glass interposers for frequencies up 

to 170 GHz demonstrates its suitability for the development of sub-THz modules. But, in 

consumer industry, footprint is also a key metric along with performance and cost. One 

well documented disadvantage of SIWs is their large size as compared to the other planar 

technologies which can limit their application. To address this limitation, half mode [63] 

and quarter mode SIW [64] topologies have been designed which take advantage of the 

magnetic symmetry in SIW to reduce the lateral dimensions, but the longitudinal 

dimensions remain unchanged.  

To reduce both the physical dimensions of transmission lines, slow wave propagation was 

first introduced in [65]. Slow wave phenomenon was used to demonstrate miniaturized 

microstrip lines [66] and CPWs [67, 68] . Using the same principle, lateral and longitudinal 

dimensions of an SIW, several rows of blind vias can be used in a multilayer stack up to 

produce slow wave propagation by physically separating electric and magnetic fields. 

Using this principle, Slow Wave SIWs were presented in which both lateral and 

longitudinal dimension were reduced by 40%  [69]. This technique was used to design a  

miniaturized SIW cavity filter at 11 GHz with 70% area reduction [70].   

The low loss, zero cross talk, high power handling capability and potential for 

miniaturization makes SIW technology promising for making filters for mmWave 

frequency region. A detailed review of existing designs and techniques for making SIW 

filters have been discussed in detail in [53-55]. Since SIW is a planar form of rectangular 

waveguide, design procedures for rectangular waveguide-based components can be applied 
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to the SIW technology. In waveguides, filter response can be generated by using obstacles 

or discontinuities like irises, coupling apertures and gaps etc. [71]. Characteristics of single 

and multi-iris resonant structures placed in a rectangular waveguide were experimentally 

studied in. The behavior of different obstacles in a waveguide section has been discussed 

in. An obstacle that restricts the width of the waveguide behaves as a shunt inductance 

whereas an obstacle which restricts the height of the waveguide behaves as a shunt 

capacitance. The solution for a single post inductive obstacle in a rectangular waveguide is 

given in[72, 73]. A capacitive obstacle based waveguide filter is designed in [74]. A 

combination of both obstacles can be used to create a resonant obstacle in a waveguide.  

Detailed analysis and demonstration of an SIW filter with L-shaped resonant iris has been 

presented in [75].       

Using resonant iris in a SIW section presents a promising opportunity to realize filters with 

interesting properties for mmWave frequency region. In this chapter, we present a new 

structure for making miniaturized SIW filters which uses a single blind via as a resonant 

obstacle in an SIW section to create a first order filter response. 

5.1 First design   

5.1.1 Material stack-up  

Initially, the blind via filters were designed based on the same material stack up used to 

design SIW interconnects and resonator filters in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively.  In 

addition to thru vias as used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to make via side walls for SIWs, 

this test vehicle included blind vias to make miniaturized SIW filters.  The material stack-

up along with both types of vias (thru via and blind via) is shown in Figure 31.  
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5.1.2 Structure design 

A filter response was designed by placing two blind vias in center of a SIW-section. The 

response of the filter can be tuned by using three parameters i.e the pitch of the blind vias, 

length (l) of the SIW section and distance (y) of the blind via from the via side wall.  The 

structure of the filter and physical parameters are shown in Figure 32.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Thru Via 

ABF 15µm 

ABF 15 µm 

Cu 

Cu 

Glass 100 µm 

blind via 

Figure 31 Material stack-up for making blind via SIW filters 

Figure 32 First order blind via filter with physical parameters 

pitch 

l 

y 

thru vias 

blind vias 
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5.1.3 Response tuning 

Ansys HFSS was used to simulate the filter responses for different physical parameters. 

The center frequency of the filter can be tuned by changing the pitch of the blind vias. The 

responses for first order blind via filters operating at different center frequencies are given 

in  Figure 33a. Changing the pitch of the blind vias from 40 µm to 120µm in an SIW section 

with 650 µm width (w) and 675 µm length (l) changes the center frequency from ~130 

GHz to ~140 GHz. This implies that the blind via filter structure is flexible for designing 

filters operating at different frequencies. 

The E-field plots at 110 GHz, 140 GHz, and 170 GHz for the first order blind via filter 

with 140 GHz center frequency are given in Figure 33b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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After designing the center frequency of the blind via filter, the physical parameters (length) 

and via placement (y) can be used to tune the rejection of the filter in lower and upper stop 

band respectively.  

 

(a) 

(b) 

110 GHz 140 GHz 170 GHz 

Figure 33 Blind Via Filter simulation (a) center frequency tuning using 
pitch (b) E-field at 110 GHz, 140 GHz, and 170 GHz 
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(b) 

Figure 34 Response tuning of blind via filters (a) lower stop band (b) upper stop 
band 

The responses of the filter order blind via filter operating at 140 GHz with different 

rejections in the stop band are given in Figure 34.  By increasing the length (l) of the filter 

the rejection in the lower stop band can be increased and by increasing the distance of the 

blind via from the via side wall (y) rejection in the higher stop band can be increased. In 

both cases, increasing the rejection causes slight increase in the passband insertion loss 

which is typical band pass filters.  These parameters can be used to design filters with 

different insertion loss and rejection requirements. 

5.1.4 Higher Order filter designs 

Once the parameters were identified to tune center frequency and out of band rejections, 

the first order structures were cascaded to design higher order filters. The blind via pairs 

were placed at a distance equal to the length (l) of the first order filter. The second and third 
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order blind via filters are given in  Figure 35a and Figure 35b respectively. The frequency 

response (S21) for the first, second and third order filters is given in Figure 35c.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

 

 

Figure 35 Higher order blind via filters (a) second order (b) third order (c) S21 (dB) for first, 
second and third order blind via filters 
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5.1.5 Response and Size Comparison with traditional SIW resonators 

The physical dimensions and frequency response of the blind via filter was compared with 

the first order square and rectangular traditional resonator filters presented in Chapter 4. 

The physical dimensions of the three different types of filters are given in Figure 36a. The 

blind via filter is ~27% and ~40% smaller as compared to square and rectangular filters 

respectively. This implies that blind via filter design method is an interesting technique to 

design SIW filters which are significantly smaller as compared to traditional SIW 

resonators and they can be used to support mmWave modules.  

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 36 Size and response Comparison (a) size (b) S21 (dB) 
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5.1.6 Fabrication and Process Development  

The process flow used to fabricate the blind via filters is given in Figure 37. The fabrication 

started by the drilling TGVs in a bare glass panel. This process was carried out by Asahi 

Glass Company. Then the panels were treated with silane for 20 minutes at 70°C to 

promote adhesion of glass with the polymer film. Then, 15 µm thick dry polymer films 

ABF GL102 were laminated on glass panels at 100 C using Meiki Vacuum Laminator. The 

lamination fills the TGVs with the polymer as shown in the 3rd step of the process flow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Bare Glass Panel 

2. TGV Drilling 

3. Lamination 

4. Via in Via Drilling 

5.Metallization 

Figure 37 Process flow for fabricating blind via filters 
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The next step was to drill the polymer in the TGVs using CornerStone Laser machine. This 

was critical because two types of vias namely thru vias for SIW side walls and blind vias 

for the filters. To control the depth of the drill in the polymer, two process parameters 

namely pulse power and number of repetitions were swept in CornerStone Laser machine. 

Power was varied from 1.5W to 2.0W and number of repetitions were changed from 3 to 

8. The test vehicle used for the process development for drilling blind vias is shown in  

Figure 38. 

The drilled test the panel was examined in Zeta Optical Profiler from the bottom side. Thru 

vias were created with 1.9W of power and 8 repetitions. The required blind vias were 

created by power of 1.5W and 1.6W and 5 repetitions. To have a different samples three 

power levels (1.4W,1.5W and 1.6W) on 5 repetitions were chosen as blind via parameters. 

Using the derived parameters, the blind via test vehicle was fabricated. The fabricated 

samples are given in Figure 39. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laser drill optimization for 
Blind vias

1.6 1.51.71.81.92.0 Power 
(Watts)

N repetitions

3 repetitions4 repetitions5 repetitions

6 repetitions7 repetitions8 repetitions

Blind vias
1.5W 1.6W 
5 reps

Blind Via 

Top Side After Drilling Bottom After Drilling

Figure 38 Process flow for drilling blind vias 
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5.1.7 Measurements and discussion  

The blind via filters were measured using D-band measurement set up. The measured 

results were not in agreement with the simulations. The fabricated SIW blind via filters 

were examined to find the reason for the discrepancy. It was observed that the depth of the 

blind vias in polymer was not consistent. It was difficult to precisely control the depth of 

drill in polymer. To study the effect of variation in blind via depth on the filter response, 

simulations were performed in Ansys HFSS. Blind via filter with via depth from 100 µm 

to 125µm were simulated.  

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

Figure 39 fabricated blind via filters 

Blind vias 
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(b) 

 

 

The simulated S21 (dB) for different cases are given in Figure 40a.  The study showed that 

the response of the blind vias was extremely sensitive to the blind via depth and inability 

to precisely maintain 115µm via depth for blind vias was the reason for disagreement in 

simulation and measurement result. When the measured depth of the blind vias was 

modelled in the simulation it correlated well with the measurement. The post fabrication 

simulation model and measurement for the first order blind via filter is given in  Figure 

40b. 

5.1.8 Lessons learnt 

From the first build of blind via filters, it was concluded that with the tools and conditions 

available, it was very hard to control the depth of the drill in the polymer and since the 

response of the blind vias was sensitive to this parameter, we decided to change the material 

stack up. 

S 2
1 (

dB
) 

Figure 40 Post fabrication simulations for blind via filters 
(a) study with different via depths (b) correlation with measured response 
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5.2 New Material Stack up 

The main challenge in the previous build was to control the depth of the drill in the polymer. 

It was difficult to precisely control the parameters of the laser tool and therefore even a 

slight change in the laser parameters or material dimension resulted in an inaccurate via 

drill because polymer materials get ablated very quickly.  The via drilling is generally less 

challenging if a via stop layer (metal) is present at the end because it allows for any 

variations in the laser parameters and ensures an accurate via depth each time.  Previously, 

a two-metal layer stack up was used to fabricate the blind via filters and in a two-metal 

layer system, we couldn’t have a via stop layer for drilling blind vias. To address this, the 

new material stack-up had three metal layers namely M1, M2 and M3. The metal layers 

M1 and M3 served as top and bottom metal layer respectively and M2 was used as a via 

stop layer for blind vias.  The three metal layers were supported on 200 µm thick AGC 

ENA glass by dry film polymer layers ABF GL102. 15µm thick ABF GL102 was 

laminated on glass core to support the first metal layer M1. Then 15µm layer was used to 

between the M1 and M2 metal layers and 72.5µm thick polymer layer was used between 

M2 and M3.  The material stack up is given in Figure 41.   

 

 

 

 

 

M1 

Glass AGC ENA1 

ABF GL102 

M3 

M2 

h h1  

h2 
h3  

Figure 41 New material stack up for blind via filters 
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5.3 Design Details  

5.3.1 Structure 

The first order blind via filter was designed by placing a blind via (landed on a copper pad) 

in center of the SIW section. When a blind via is introduced in the center of an SIW section, 

capacitance is formed between the copper pad in M2 metal layer and the ground in M1 

metal. In addition, due to this elongation of current path the equivalent inductance along 

the propagation direction is increased [76]. Therefore, an SIW with a blind via in the center 

acts as a resonant structure and it can be used to design filters. The structure of the first 

order blind via filter is given in Figure 42. The capacitance and inductance introduced by 

the blind via, and copper pad can be changed by changing various physical parameters like 

blind via depth (h1), blind via diameter (d1) and copper pad diameter (d2). These parameters 

can be varied to tune the center frequency of the filter. A parametric study was done in 

Ansys HFSS to study the response of first order filter by changing the physical parameters.  
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5.3.2 Center Frequency Tuning 

As a starting point, an SIW section with w=485 µm and l=400 µm was simulated with no 

blind via (h1=0 µm). This structure behaves an SIW interconnect with cut off frequency 

around 200 GHz. Then three cases with different blind via depths (h1=30um, 50um and 

70um) were simulated. Introducing a blind via and copper pad in the SIW section changes 

the response and the structure starts behaving as a filter due to the capacitance and 

inductance offered by the blind via and the copper pad. The simulated S21 (dB) for different 

cases is given in Figure 43.  The center frequency of the filter decreases by increasing the 

depth of the blind via (h1).  

(b) 

thru vias 

blind via 

d2 

copper 
pad  

Figure 42 First order blind via filter 
 (a) top view (b) 3D view 
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 This can be explained based on increase in the capacitance and inductance due to 

increasing the blind via depth.  A deeper blind via results in smaller distance (h2) between 

the copper pad and ground metal layer which increases the capacitance. In addition, a 

deeper blind via also introduces a larger inductance because it provides a longer current 

path. Both factors contribute to lower the center frequency by increasing the blind via 

depth.  

 

Figure 43 Simulated S21 (dB) for first order blind via filter with different blind via 
depths 

Once the effect of blind via depth was studied, the next important parameter was the 

diameter of the blind via (d1). The effect of changing the diameter of the blind via was 

studied. For this case, the depth of the blind via (h1) and copper pad diameter (d2) were 70 

µm and 120 µm respectively. Different cases with 40 µm, 60 µm, 80µm and 100µm blind 

via diameters were simulated using Anys HFSS. The simulated responses (S21) for different 
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cases are given in Figure 44.  Increasing the diameter of the blind via (d1) shifted the 

resonant frequency to the upper side.  

 

Figure 44 Simulated S21 (dB) for first order blind via filter with different blind via 
diameters  

This can be explained based on the change in the inductance of blind via. As described in 

[76, 77] the diameter and inductance of a blind via are inversely related to each other 

because a thinner blind via provides a longer current path on the copper pad and hence adds 

more inductance. Therefore, by increasing the blind via diameter its inductance decreases 

and resonant frequency of the blind via filter increases.  

Next, the effect of changing the diameter of the copper pad (d2) was studies. In this study, 

the blind via depth (h1) and blind via diameter (d1) were fixed to 70um and 65um 

respectively. Four cases with 80 µm, 100 µm, 120 µm and 140 µm copper pad diameters 

(d2) were simulated using Ansys HFSS. The simulated responses (S21) are given in Figure 

45. Increasing the diameter of the copper pad increases the capacitance and inductance 
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produced by the copper pad, which results in a decrease in the center frequency. A larger 

copper pad has increased capacitance because it provides more area to store electric field 

and increased capacitance because it provides lengthened path to current.  

 

Figure 45 Simulated S21 (dB) for first order blind via filter with different copper pad 
diameter 

Based on the above parametric study, three parameters (h1, d1, d2) can be used to tune the 

center frequency of the filter.   

5.3.3 Filter roll off tuning 

Once the effect of blind via dimensions ((h1, d1, d2) was studied, the next step was to study 

the effect changing the SIW dimensions (w and l) on the filter response. For this study, the 

blind via depth (h1), blind via diameter (d1) and copper pad diameter (d2) values were 70 

µm, 65 µm and 120 µm respectively. Three cases for 455 µm, 485µm and 515 µm SIW 

width (w) were simulated using Ansys HFSS. The length (l) of the blind via filter was 
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450um for this case. The simulated responses (S21) for the different cases are given in 

Figure 46.  

Reducing the width (w) of blind via filter increases the rejection of the filter in the lower 

stop band. This effect can be explained due to the increase in cut off frequency of the SIW 

structure due to decreasing width. The center frequency also slightly increases by 

decreasing the width of the SIW section in blind via filter.  

 

Figure 46 Simulated S21 (dB) for first order blind via filter with different widths for  
SIW section 

To study the role of the length of SIW section three cases for 350 µm, 450 µm and 550 µm 

length of SIW (l) with the same blind via dimensions were simulated using Ansys HFSS. 

The width (w) of blind via filters in this case 485um. The simulated responses (S21) for the 

different cases are given in Figure 47.  

The results show that increasing the length (l) improves the rejection of the filter in both 

stop bands at the expense of slightly increasing passband insertion loss. This effect can be 
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explained due to the high pass characteristic of the SIW section. Since the SIW section 

with 485 µm width has a cut of frequency around 200 GHz it rejects frequencies in the stop 

band.  

 

Figure 47 Simulated S21 (dB) for first order blind via filter with different lengths of 
SIW section 

 

5.3.4 Higher Order Filters  

Once the first order blind via filter is designed, higher ordered filters can be designed by 

cascading first order filters.  While cascading the filters, the first blind via is placed at a 

distance l/2 from the edge of the SIW and the two adjacent blind vias are placed at distance 

of l, where l is the length of the first order SIW filter. The second and third order blind via 

filters are given in Figure 48a and  Figure 48b respectively. The simulated responses S21 
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(dB) of the first, second and third order blind via filter operating ~125 GHz are given in 

the figure below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49 Simulated S21 (dB) of first, second and third order blind via filter (BVF) 

 

(a) 

(b) 

l/2 l l/2 

l l l/2 l/2 

Figure 48 Higher order blind via filters (a) second order (b) third order 
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5.3.5 Microstrip feed and CBCPW transition design 

The designed filters were fed by using microstrip lines. Since the designed structures were 

to be measured using RF GSG probes, CBCPW to microstrip transitions were added. The 

transitions were designed as discussed in Chapter 2. To remove the loss from CBCPW 

probe pads and CBCPW to microstrip transitions, TRL structures were designed. The 

reference plane after TRL calibration is shown in  Figure 50.  

After TRL calibration, the measured results will have effect of feed lines and blind via filter 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 EM fields in blind via filters 

The dimensions of the blind via filters are smaller compared to traditional SIW cavity 

resonators. To understand this, electric and magnetic fields were plotted in a blind via filter.  

The electric and magnetic fields are given in Figure 51. Due to the presence of blind via 

and copper pad most of the electric field remains confined between the copper pad and the 

ground layer whereas the magnetic field is present throughout the structure. This physical 

separation between the electric and magnetic fields is a well-known attribute of slow wave 

propagation as reported in  [69],[76]. This confirms that due to the slow wave phenomena 

Figure 50 Blind via filter with CBCPW probe pads, transitions, and feed lines 

lfeed  

wms 

Reference plane after TRL calibration 
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at the center frequency blind via filters will have smaller size as compared to the traditional 

SIW cavity-based resonators. This size comparison will be discussed in detail in Section V 

of this paper.  
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Figure 51 EM fields in a blind via filter 

250 KV/m 0 KV/m 

110 GHz 125 GHz 140 GHz 

electric field in cross section 

magnetic field in cross section 

electric field in first order blind via filter at 
different frequencies 
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5.5 Fabrication 

The process flow used to fabricate the blind via filters is given in Figure 52. The 200 µm 

thick AGC ENA1 glass panel was treated with silane for 20 mins at 70º C followed by 

Oxygen plasma treatment for 5 mins.  Then 15 µm thick ABF GL102 was vacuum 

laminated on glass panel at 100º C using Meiki Vacuum Laminator. Next, the dry films 

were cured at high temperatures.  Then, electroless seed layer was deposited on the dry 

film using desmear based electroless copper deposition process. The target thickness for 

seed layer was 300 nm.  Then, M1 metal layer was plated up to 7µm by using 

electroplating. Since M1 metal layer was going to be used as a ground plane, it was not 

patterned.  Then, M1 metal layer was treated by NovaBond process to improve adhesion 

between the metal-polymer interface, and then 15 µm thick ABF dry film was vacuum 

laminated to build the next metal layer. The laminated dry films were cured at higher 

temperatures.  Then copper seed layer was deposited using electroless copper deposition. 

Then, dry film photoresist was laminated, and the seed layer was patterned using 

photolithography using Tamarac Mask Aligner.  M2 metal layer was plated up to 7 µm by 

electroplating and then seed layer removal by differential etching. Next, M2 metal layer 

was then treated by the NovaBond process for adhesion promotion. Then, 72.5 µm thick 

ABF GL102 was vacuum laminated on the M2 metal layer. The laminated dry film was 

cured at high temperatures. Then, blind, and thru vias were drilled using Optec 

Femtosecond Laser Drilling System. The fabricated samples of blind via filters are given 

in Figure 53.  
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The via drilling process parameters were separately optimized for thru and blind vias. Since 

we were using panel scale mode (IFOV) in Optec Femtosecond Laser system, alignment 

between the copper pads and blind vias was critical as IFOV mode exhibit alignment drift 

in a six-inch panel. After various trials,  acceptable alignment (<10 µm)  was achieved in 

IFOV mode and panels were accurately drilled.  Then M3 metal layer was patterned on 

seed layer using photolithography, followed by electroplating and seed layer removal by 

differential etching.  

  
 

1. Bare Glass Panel 2. ABF Lamination 3. Seed layer deposition, M1 
electroplating 

4. ABF Lamination 
5.M2 lithography, 

   electroplating 6. ABF Lamination 

7. Via Drilling 8.M3 lithography, 
   electroplating 

Figure 52 Process flow for fabricating blind via filters 
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Table 8 Physical Dimensions for blind via filter test vehicle 

Parameter Symbol Designed 
(µm) 

Fabricated 
(µm) 

width 
 

w 515 509.3 

length 
 

l 450 447.5 

blind via 
depth 

h1 70 67.5 

blind via diameter d1 65 63.2 

pad diameter d2 120 116.6 

thru via  
diameter 

d3 70 68.5 

thru via 

pitch 

p 130 133.5 

microstrip 
width 

wms 127 121.5 

feed line  
length 

lfeed 500 503.8 
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5.6 Measurements 

The designed blind via filters were measured using Keysight vector network analyzer 

(E8361C) along with frequency extenders (V06VNA2) and mmWave controller.  The 

scattering parameters were measured from 110 GHz to 140 GHz. The samples were probed 

using Cascade Infinity probes 170-S-GSG-75-BT (75 µm). Since the designed filters 

included CBCPW to microstrip transitions for probing, two tier calibration was used to de-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 53 Fabricated samples of blind via filters (a) first order (b) second order (c) 
third order 
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embed the response of the filters. First, LRRM calibration was performed using Cascade 

Wincal and calibration substrate to move the reference plane to the edge of the probes. 

These measurements included the effects of CBCPW to microstrip transitions.  Then using 

the measured S-parameters of thru, reflect and line structures, TRL calibration was 

performed to eliminate the effect of CBCPW probe pads and transitions. The measured 

scattering parameters for the blind via filters are given in Figure 54. The measured center 

frequency for first, second and third order blind via filter was 125.2 GHz, 123.2 GHz, and 

120.9 GHz respectively. The measured insertion loss values at the center frequencies were 

2.31 dB, 3.8 dB and 5.2 dB respectively. The measured bandwidth was 7.85%, 6.5% and 

7.8% respectively. Except for a few minor deviations which can be attributed to slight 

changes in fabricated dimensions and measurement uncertainties, the simulated and 

measured results have decent agreement.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 54 Measured scattering parameters (dB) for the designed blind via filters  
(a) S11 and S21 for first order filter (BVF1) (b) S11 for second (BVF2) and third 

(BVF3) order (c) S21 for BVF2 and BVF3 
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5.7 Traditional SIW Resonators  

To compare the size and electrical performance of the designed blind via filters, traditional 

SIW cavity-based filters were also designed and fabricated using the same material stack 

up.  Since traditional SIW resonators didn’t need blind vias, the M2 metal layer was not 

used in designing them. Rest of the material stack up was same. The diameter and pitch of 

the via side wall were 80 µm and 90 µm respectively. The target center frequency was 125 

GHz so the response and size can be compared with the blind via filters.  

 

Figure 55 Simulated (S21) for SIW cavity filters in ABF 

Simulation models were built using Ansys HFSS. First, second and third order filters were 

designed. The simulated scattering parameters (S21) for the designed filters are given in 

Figure 55 .  Center coupled microstrip line was used to feed the SIW cavities. The coupling 

slot was designed by using the procedure described in Chapter 4. CBCPW to microstrip 

transitions were added to probe the filters using RF GSG probes. To de-embed the response 

of the design SIW resonators, TRL structures were included in the test vehicle.  
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The fabrication procedure was the same as described in Section 5.4 of this chapter. The 

fabricated samples are given in Figure 56.  

                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The measured scattering parameters of the SIW cavity filters are given in  

Figure 57. The center frequencies in the measured responses were shifted by ~4 to ~6 GHz. 

This shift can be explained based on change in fabricated dimensions like SIW cavity size 

and via diameters as explained in Chapter 4. Post fabrication simulation models were built 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 56 Fabricated samples of SIW resonators on ABF (a) first 
order (b) second order (c) third order 

(a) 
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by measuring the fabricated dimensions using Keyence Optical Profiler. The post 

fabrication simulations are in good agreement with the measured results.    

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
Figure 57 Simulated and measured scattering parameters of SIW cavity filters on 

ABF (a) S11(dB) (b) S21(dB) 
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5.8 Size and Response Comparison  

The size and frequency response of a third order blind via filter and SIW cavity filter were 

compared.  Since the measured center frequencies for the were slightly different, the 

frequency axis was normalized with respect to the center frequencies of the filters. The 

center frequencies for third order blind via filter and SIW cavity filter were 120.9 and 130.7 

respectively.  The measured response (S21) is compared in Figure 58.  

SIW cavity filter and blind via filter have comparable response in passband.  SIW cavity 

filter has a sharp roll off in the lower stop band frequencies due to SIW cut off 

characteristics but the rejection for higher stop band frequencies is slightly inferior due to 

the propagation of higher order modes.  On the other hand, blind via filter is superior in 

rejecting the upper stop band but the lower stop band has inferior rejection. The rejection 

in the lower stop band for a blind via filter can be improved by changing the length and 

width of the SIW section as described in the design procedure. The comparison shows that 

both filter types have distinct performance advantages which makes SIW technology 

promising for supporting mmWave modules.  

The response comparison is given in Figure 58. The size comparison for blind via filters 

and traditional SIW cavity based filters is given in Table 9.  
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Figure 58 Response comparison 

Table 9  Size Comparison for SIW cavity and blind via filters 

Filter 
Type 

Order IL  
(dB) 

Center  
Frequency 

Size (wxl) 

mm x mm 

Size factor  
(blind via/ 

SIW cavity) 
 

 

SIW 

Cavity 

1 1.7 128.5 .84 x 1.08  

2 3.4 131.8 .84 x 1.95 

3 4.0 130.7 .84 x 2.8 

Blind via 

filters 

1 2.3 124.8 .515 x .45 0.25 

2 3.8 123.2 .515 x .90 0.28 

3 5.2 120.9 .515 x .135 0.29 
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Once the response of the filters was compared, the next step was to compare the physical 

dimensions of the filters because one of the most promising features of SIW blind via filter 

design method is miniaturization. Fabricated samples of a third order SIW cavity filter and 

third order blind via filters are given in Figure 59.  The waveguide section of the traditional 

SIW cavity filter is 840 µm wide and 2.8 mm long whereas the blind via filter is 515 µm 

wide and 450 µm long.  The blind via filter is only ~30% of the size as compared to the 

traditional SIW cavity filter. The size comparison of different orders of SIW cavity filters 

and blind via filters is given in Table 9. For all the orders, blind via filters are less than a 

third of the size of the traditional SIW cavity filters.  It is important to note that in the 

demonstrated example the center frequency of SIW cavity filter is ~10 GHz higher 

compared to the blind via filter. An SIW cavity filter with the same center frequency (~120 

GHz) will be even larger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 59 Size comparison (a) blind via filter (b) SIW cavity filter 

(a) 

(b) 

500 µm 

500 µm 
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The insertion loss, bandwidth and size of the designed filters is compared with other state 

of the published work in Table 10. The filters given in Table 10 have different substrate 

heights and feeding methods a direct comparison of the insertion loss is difficult. The 

electrical performance and size reduction show that SIW blind via filter design method has 

great potential for realizing miniaturized SIW filters with good electrical performance.  

Table 10 Performance and size comparison with other published work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material Order IL  
(dB) 

Freq  
(GHz) 

f0 

BW  
(%) 

size 
(l0 x l0) 
l0=c/f0 

LCP  
[58] 

2 2.6 94 8 .63 x .57 

HR Si 
[59] 

4 3.9 140 10 Not 
Reported 

LTCC 
[60] 

3 1.913 140 13.
0 

.38 x .57 

 
Thick 
Film 
[61] 

4 3.33 94 7.3 .28 x .8 

4 3.86 150 8 Not 
Reported 

BCB [62] 
(sim.) 

3 1.5 159.7 12.
5 

.45 x 1.2 

 
 

ABF SIW  
Resonators 

1 1.7 128.5 7.5 .35 x .43 

2 3.4 131.8 7.5 .36 x .84 

3 4.0 130.7 8 .36 x 1.2 

 
ABF SIW  

Blind Via Filters 

1 2.3 124.8 7.8 .21 x .19 

2 3.8 123.2 6.5 .21 x .38 

3 5.2 120.9 7.8 .21 x .57 
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CHAPTER 6. MICROSTRIP LINES AND SIW ON ABF 

The performance of interconnects like microstrip lines, CPWs and SIWs was benchmarked 

on the ABF/glass/ABF material stack up in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 because this material 

stack-up serves as a basic building block for making passives and interconnects in a glass 

interposer. The glass interposer technology usually uses 2-metal layer system on 

ABF/glass/ABF material stack up. To design different RF interconnects and passives, more 

metal layers are required and therefore more polymer layers are laminated on top the 

ABF/glass/ABF stack up. For the same reason, new material stack up was used to design 

blind via filters because a 2-metal layer stack up had limitations.  

The microstrip lines and SIWs designed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 respectively, use 

ABF/glass/ABF stack up. This chapter will demonstrate the electrical properties of these 

interconnects on 87.5 µm thick ABF supported on ABF/glass/ABF material stack up.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glass 200 µm 

ABF 87.5 µm 

Figure 60 Material stack-up 
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6.1 Design  

The design method for both type of interconnects is described below.  

6.1.1 Microstrip lines 

Microstrip lines were designed on 87.5 µm thick ABF material. The dielectric constant of 

ABF was modelled as 3.3 The width for 70Ω microstrip line was calculated using Linecalc 

utility in Keysight ADS [36]. The simulation model was built using Ansys HFSS [37]. 

CBCPW to microstrip transitions were added to probe the designed microstrip line using 

GSG RF probes. TRL structures were included in the test vehicle to de-embed the response 

of the microstrip line. The designed 3.3mm long microstrip line with CBCPW to microstrip 

transitions is given in Figure 61a.  

 

6.1.2 SIWs 

SIWs were designed using Ansys HFSS. The width of the SIW was designed to be 1mm 

to keep cut off frequency below 90 GHz. The pitch and diameter for the via side wall were 

designed to 90 µm and 80 µm respectively. These values obey the design rules presented 

in [48] for negligible radiation loss. The SIWs were fed using microstrip taper transitions. 

These transitions have good broadband performance. The transitions were designed using 

Ansys HFSS. CBCPW to microstrip transitions were added to probe the designed SIWs. 

TRL structures were included in the test vehicle to de-embed the response of the SIW 

section. The designed 5mm long SIW with CBCPW to microstrip transitions and microstrip 

taper feed is given in Figure 61b. 
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6.2  Fabrication 

The process flow used to fabricate the designed test vehicle is given in Figure 62. The 

fabrication started with plasma and silane treatment of 200 µm thick AGC ENA1 bare 

glass. Then 15 µm thick ABF GL102 dry films were vacuum laminated on both sides of 

the glass panel using Meiki Vacuum Laminator. The lamination was done at 100º C and 

after lamination the stack-up was cured at 130º C for 30 mins and then at 170º C for 30 

mins. Then Copper seed layer was deposited using electroless Copper deposition and then 

it was plated up to 7 µm using electrolytic plating. Then the stack up was treated with 

NovaBond process and then 15 µm ABF dry film was laminated. Next, 72.5 µm thick ABF 

GL102 film was laminated. Then the stack up was cured again at high temperatures. Then 

(a) 

(b) 

3.3 mm 

5 mm 

Reference plane after TRL calibration 

Reference plane after TRL calibration 

Figure 61 Designed structures (a) microstrip line (b) SIW 
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vias for the CBCPW probe pads and SIW via side walls were drilled using Optec 

Femtosecond Laser Tool. Then copper seed layer was deposited for M2 metal layer. Next, 

15 µm thick dry film photoresist was vacuum laminated at 80º C using Meiki Vacuum 

Laminator. Seed layer was patterned using photolithography and then photoresist was 

developed. Then, the copper was plated up to 7 µm and seed layer was removed using 

differential etching.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

1. Bare Glass Panel 2. ABF Lamination 3. Seed layer deposition, M1 
electroplating 

4. ABF Lamination 5. ABF Lamination 6. Via Drilling 

7.M2 lithography, 
   electroplating 

Figure 62 Process flow for fabrication 
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The fabricated sample and TRL structures for the microstrip line are given in Figure 63. 

TRL calibration will be used to move the reference plane so the effects of CBCPW probe 

pads, transitions and feed lines can be removed and response of 3.3mm long microstrip line 

can be de-embedded. The reference plane after TRL calibration is given in Figure 63. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fabricated samples for SIWs are given in Figure 64. TRL calibration will be used to 

remove the effects of CBCPW probe pads, transitions, feed lines and microstrip taper and 

measure the response of 5mm long SIW section. The reference plane after TRL calibration 

is shown in Figure 64. 

thru line 

reflect 

device under test  

3.3mm 

Figure 63 Fabricated sample and TRLs for microstrip line 
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6.3 Measurements 

The designed samples were measured in D-band using Keysight VNA along with the D-

band extenders and mmWave module. The samples were probed using Cascade Infinity 

probes. The sample on the probe station is shown in Figure 65. First, LRRM calibration 

was performed by using the calibration substrate and Wincal software provided by 

Cascade. Then the scattering parameters of microstrip and SIW samples were measured.  

 

Figure 64 Fabricated sample of SIW and thru and line standard 

thru 

line 

device under test  

5mm  
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6.3.1 Microstrip lines  

The measured scattering parameters, S11 (dB) and S21 (dB) for microstrip line and TRL 

structures are given in Figure 66a and Figure 66b respectively. These measurements were 

done after LRRM calibration, so they have the effects of CBCPW probe pads and 

transitions.  The scattering parameter S11 (dB) for all the structures is approximately below 

-10 dB which implies good impedance matching and the scattering parameter S21 (dB) 

shows the effect of length in thru, line and device under test structure (3.3mm microstrip 

line) measurements.  TRL calibration was performed using the measurements of thru, 

reflect and line standards.  

Figure 65 Sample on probe station for measurement 

6-inch panel placed 
on chuck of the 
probe station 

 D-band  
infinity probe 

Keysight VNA 
camera head 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 66 Measurements for microstrip line under LRRM calibration  
(a) S11 (b) S21 

 

The simulated and measured scattering parameters after TRL calibration are given in 

Figure 67. The measurement of thru structure after TRL calibration is given in Figure 67b. 

The thru standard is very close to 0 dB for the entire D-band (110 GHz to 170 GHz) which 

implies that the TRL calibration is accurate. After TRL calibration, the measured S11 (dB) 
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is below -20 dB for entire D-band and measured S21 (dB) varies from -0.55 dB to 1.1 dB 

from 110 GHz to 170 GHz. The average measured insertion loss in D-band is 0.825 dB. 

The measured results were compared with the simulations. The simulated and measured 

results are in excellent agreement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 67 Measurements for microstrip line after TRL calibration (a) S11 

(b) S21 
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6.3.2 SIWs 

The measured scattering parameters of SIW thru, line and device under test structures are 

given in Figure 68. The scattering parameter S11 (dB) for all the structures is approximately 

below -10 dB which implies good impedance matching and the scattering parameter S21 

(dB) shows the effect of length in thru, line and device under test structure (3mm long 

SIW) measurements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 68 Measurements for SIWs under LRRM calibration (a) S11 (b) S21 
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TRL calibration was performed to move the reference plane as shown in Figure 64. The 

measured scattering parameters after TRL calibration are given in Figure 69. The measured 

S21 (dB) for thru standard after TRL calibration is given in Figure 69b. The average S21 

(dB) for thru standard in D-band is 0.0097 dB which implies that the TRL calibration was 

accurate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 69 Measurements for SIWs after TRL calibration 

(a) S11 (b) S21 

(a) 

(b) 
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6.4 Performance Comparison 

The performance of the designed microstrip line and SIW was compared with other 

interconnects designed on other state of the art materials. The performance of microstrip 

line was compared with LCP and ABF/glass/ABF material stack up (Chapter 2). The 

performance comparison is given in Figure 70.  The measured insertion loss of ABF based 

microstrip line varies from .17 dB/mm to 0.33 dB/mm from 110 GHz to 170 GHz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70 Performance of microstrip lines in D-band 

 

The average insertion loss in D-band is 0.25 dB/mm. The performance is very close to LCP 

based microstrip line. The performance is significantly better as compared to 

ABF/glass/ABF based microstrip line. At 170 GHz, ABF based microstrip line has ~0.5x 

insertion loss (0.33 dB/mm) compared to ABF/glass/ABF (0.61 dB/mm).  These results 

show loss budgets for making microstrip lines in glass interposer technologies using 
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different available layers. The performance of SIWs was compared with SIWs designed on 

LCP, high resistivity Silicon and ABF/glass/ABF material stack up. The performance 

comparison is given in Figure 71. The measured insertion loss for ABF based SIWs varies 

from 0.31 dB/mm to 0.51 dB/mm. The average insertion loss in D-band is 0.38 dB/mm. 

ABF based SIWs perform better than other candidates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to note that although LCP and ABF based SIWs show similar insertion loss 

in microstrip line, the insertion loss of ABF based SIW is less as compared to LCP based 

SIWs. This can be explained based on the role of surface roughness in the insertion loss of 

SIW.  ABF based SIWs show ~0.5x insertion loss compared (0.38 dB/mm) to 

ABF/glass/ABF material stack up (0.72 dB/mm). These results show loss budgets for 

making SIWs in glass interposer technologies using different available layers. 

 

Figure 71 Performance comparison for SIWs in D-band 
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CHAPTER 7. AIR FILLED SIWS IN D-BAND 

The merits of SIW technology and its relevance for the development of sub-THz modules 

and the performance of SIW technology in glass interposers for D-band (110 GHz to 170 

GHz) is described in Chapter 3. The insertion loss of the designed glass based SIWs was 

compared with other state of the art alternatives like Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP)[24] 

and high resistivity Silicon [50]. These materials are used in three main interposer 

technologies namely Organic Interposer (LCP), Silicon Interposer (high resistivity Silicon) 

and Glass Interposer (ABF/glass/ABF).  All these candidates exhibit moderate average 

insertion loss (>0.5 dB/mm) which motivates the development of ultra-low loss SIW 

technology. In this chapter, the Air Filled SIW technology will be presented which uses air 

cavities in a multi-layer laminate-based stack up to reduce the dielectric losses in SIW.   

7.1 Loss mechanisms in SIWs 

Before proceeding to the design of the ultra-low loss SIW technology it is important to 

understand the loss mechanism in SIW. There are three loss mechanisms in SIW namely 

radiation loss, ohmic loss and dielectric loss. Radiation loss occurs when the fields leak 

from the via side walls. Wave mechanisms and design considerations of SIW technology 

is described in detail in [48]. If the vias in the side wall are tightly placed according to the 

design rules, radiation loss is negligible. Ohmic loss is attributed to the finite conductivity 

of the metal. In addition to the bulk conductivity of the metal, surface roughness plays a 

critical role at frequencies above 100 GHz due to sub-micron skin depth. A surface 

roughness model for SIWs in D-band is presented in [78]. It has been reported in [24] that 
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an average 0.35dB/mm improvement can be done in the insertion loss of LCP based SIWs 

by polishing the root mean squared (rms) surface roughness from 0.35 µm to 0.17µm.   

The dielectric loss in SIWs is attributed to the loss tangent of the material used. The 

material selection is challenging for high frequency applications because there are only a 

few candidates available and often low loss materials are expensive and they require 

sophisticated fabrication process.  

7.2 Using Air Cavities 

To reduce the dielectric loss in SIWs, air cavities in the material stack up can be used. Air, 

a lossless dielectric, replaces some of the lossy dielectric in the SIW which reduces the 

insertion loss. This approach is promising because by using ultra-low loss SIW technology 

can be developed using available laminate materials and existing fabrication processes. Air 

filled SIWs operating till 60 GHz using Rogers 5880 and Rogers 6002 materials were 

presented in [79] and compared to traditional dielectric SIWs, significant insertion loss 

reduction was achieved. The same technology was used to develop other SIW based 

passive components like filters, directional couplers and phase shifters [80-82].  

In addition to the reduction in dielectric loss, air filled SIWs exhibit higher average power 

handling capability (AHPC), which makes this technology well suited for high power 

mmWave applications. However, peak power handling capability of (PPHC) of air filled 

SIWs is lower as compared to the dielectric filled SIWs which implies that air filled SIW 

technology is not well suited to support components with pulsed or modulated signals.   
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Using air cavities in a multi-layer laminate stack up, this chapter will present first results 

for Air Filled D-band (110 GHz to 170 GHz) SIWs. The performance of air filled SIWs 

will be compared with solid SIWs in the same material stack up to demonstrate the 

advantage of the proposed approach.  The design details are given in the following sub-

section.  

7.3 Design Details  

This sub-section will describe the material stack up, cut off frequency for solid and air 

filled SIWs, and transition design for feeding air filled SIWs.  

7.3.1 Material stack-up 

The material stack-up consisted of two 63.5 µm thick Isola Astra [83] laminate layers 

(named as layer #1 and layer #2) laminated together before 5 µm thick Ajinomoto Build 

up Film (ABF) GL102. The air cavities were drilled in Astra layer #2 whereas top copper 

layer was patterned on Astra layer #1. Bottom copper was supported on a 200 µm thick 

laminated glass (laminated with 15 µm thick ABF GL102). The material stack-up is given 

in Figure 72.  

 

 

 

 

 

Copper 7 µm 
Astra layer #1.  63.5 µm ABF GL102 5 µm 

Astra layer #2 

63.5 µm  
ABF GL102 5µm Copper 7µm 

ABF GL102 15 µm 

Air Cavity 

Glass 200 µm 

Figure 72 Material stack-up for air filled SIWs 
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7.3.2 SIW width design 

Cut off frequency (fc) of the fundamental mode (TE10) in a typical SIW is determined by 

using following equation:  

𝑓) =
𝑐

2𝑤√𝜖!
 

where w is the width of SIW, 𝜖! is the dielectric constant of the substrate and c is the speed 

of light.  

The above equation was used to estimate the width of SIWs and then simulation models 

were built using Ansys HFSS to tune the width for 90 GHz cut off frequency. Simulations 

were done to determine the widths for solid and air filled SIWs. Dielectric constant (𝜖!) of 

Astra and ABF was modelled as 3.0 and 3.3 respectively. For ~90 GHz cut off frequency, 

the width of solid and air filled SIWs was 1.4 mm and 2.0 mm respectively. The diameter 

(d) and pitch (p) of the via side wall were designed to be 170 µm and 340 µm respectively.  

7.3.3 Transition design 

To feed the designed air filled SIW, solid-to-air SIW transition was designed. This 

transition had low insertion loss and good broadband performance. The transition from 

solid-to-air SIW was designed based on the basic for designing transition from high-to-low 

dielectric constant SIWs described in [84]. Due to presence of air cavity, the air filled SIW 

(2 mm) was wider than the solid SIW (1.4 mm). To make the transition both SIWs were 

connected and the via side wall was tapered from 2mm to 1.4mm width over a length of 

1mm. This length was chosen to maintain the via diameter and pitch in the tapered 
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transition. Then the shape of the air cavity was also tapered in the transition region between 

the solid and the air filled SIW. The transition was simulated with different cavity taper 

lengths from 0 µm to 1000 µm to choose the best design. The simulated structure consists 

of two 1 mm long transitions and 1 mm air filled SIW section (total 3mm).  The cavity with 

different taper lengths and simulated scattering parameters are given in the figure below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d)                                                                   (e) 
 

Figure 73 Solid-to-Air SIW transition design (a) no taper in air cavity (b) 500 µm 
taper air cavity (c) 1000 µm taper air cavity (d) S21 vs Freq for 3mm long section 
with different cavity tapers (e) E-field in transition 

 

cavity taper 
1000 µm 

Air SIW  

via side wall taper transition 1 mm 

(a) (b) (c) 

1 mm 
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The transition with 1000 µm long cavity taper was selected due to its low insertion loss 

and stable performance across entire D-band. 

7.3.4 GCPW to SIW transitions 

To probe the designed samples, Grounded Coplanar Waveguide (GCPW) to SIW 

transitions were designed with tapered coupling slots. The tapered coupling slots were 

chosen due to achieve wideband impedance match between arbitrary impedance of SIW 

and the impedance of GCPW [85]. The designed GCPW to SIW transition is given in 

Figure 74a. The GCPW probe pads were designed to be consistent with 75µm pitch of 

Cascade infinity probes.  The GCPW probe pad is shown in Figure 74b. To de-embed the 

response of the SIW section, TRLs were designed for both solid and air filled SIWs.  
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Figure 74 Design of test vehicle (a) GCPW to SIW transition (b) GCPW probe pad (c) solid 
SIW with GCPW feed (d) air filled SIW with transitions and GCPW feed 
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Figure 75 TRL kit for Air Filled SIWs (a) thru (b) line (c) reflect (d) 
device under test (DUT) 
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Table 11 Physical parameters of the air filled SIW test vehicle (µm) 

Structure Parameter Designed  Measured Change  

% 

Solid SIW ws 1400 1403 0.21 

ls 4500 4509 0.2 

 
Air  
SIW 

wa 1300 1312 0.92 

was 2000 1992.8 0.36 

las 4000 4008 0.2 

GCPW to SIW 
transition 

sw 283 287 1.41 

sf 500 511 2.2 

sl 703.5 707.4 0.55 

GCPW  
probe pad 

s 50 45.2 9.6 

g 30 34.6 15.3 

All d 170 172.3 1.35 

p 340 345.7 1.67 

 

7.4 Fabrication 

In the first step cavities were drilled in Astra panel using Optec Femtosecond laser tool. 

Next, 5 µm thick ABF GL102 film was vacuum laminated on both sides of the panel at 70° 

C using Meiki Vacuum Laminator. The recommended temperature for ABG GL102 

lamination was 100° C but it was observed in process development that laminating the ABF 
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thin films at 100° C in step1 resulted in poor adhesion with the top Astra layer in the step 

6. Delamination due to the use of 100°C in the step 1 is shown in Figure 76a.   To solve 

this problem, lower temperature was used in the first lamination and the polymer film was 

not cured after this step. The protective film was peeled off and air gun was used to remove 

the polymer from both sides of the cavity as shown in the 4th step of the process flow. This 

step was done to ensure that the air cavity remains vacant because otherwise the polymer 

from the top can flow inside during curing stages as shown in Figure 76b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To support the whole stack up, 200 µm thick glass was used. 15 µm thick ABF GL102 was 

vacuum laminated on the glass core. Then 7 µm thick bottom copper layer was deposited 

on the laminated glass core by electroless copper deposition followed by electroplating. 

Then three parts 1) Astra top 2) laminated Astra with drilled cavities and 3) bottom copper 

on laminated glass, were laminated together as shown in the 6th step of the process flow. 

Then the material stack up was cured at 130°C for 30 mins and then at 170°C for 30 mins. 

Delamination 
after 100 C  

lamination in step 1 
Astra 

Polymer flow in 
the cavity 

(a) (b) 

Figure 76 Challenges in fabrication (a) delamination (b)polymer flow 
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Then vias were drilled in the stack up using Optec Femtosecond Laser Tool. The via drilling 

was challenging because of the use of different materials in the polymer stack up. Test drills 

were performed varying different parameters like laser power, laser speed, jump speed and 

frequency and the profiles of the test vias were observed using Keyence Optical Profiler. The 

recipe with 27% laser power, 2 repetitions, 150 mm/sec jump speed and 8µm vertical drill step 

gave the best results.  The optical scans and profiles of the test vias are given in Figure 77.   

    Next, 0.4 µm thick copper seed layer was deposited using electroless copper deposition. 

Next, 15 µm thick dry film photoresist (Hitachi RY5115) was vacuum laminated on the seed 

layer using Meiki Vacuum Laminator at 80° C. Then the photoresist was exposed using 

Heidelberg Maskless Aligner. After exposure, the panel was processed through photoresist 

developer.  Then, copper was deposited to 7 µm by electroplating and then the photoresist was 

stripped. Then the panels were kept in a nitrogen oven for 60 mins at 170° C to anneal the 

electroplated copper. In the last step, seed layer was etched using differential etching. The 

fabrication process is given in Figure 78. 
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The fabricated samples were examined using Keyence Optical Profiler and physical 

dimensions of the fabricated structures were measured. There was ~5 to 6 µm reduction in 

the fabricated line widths. This can be attributed to various factors like exposure time, 

development rate and etching rate in the differential etcher which are difficult to precisely 

control. 50µm wide signal line in the GCPW was reduced to 45.2 µm and 30µm gap 

increased to 34.6 µm. The fabricated dimensions were included in the simulation models 

to account for any changes in the response. Since the effects of GCPW to SIW transitions 

were to be eliminated after TRL calibration, this change in fabricated dimensions was not 

a cause of concern. The fabricated widths of solid and air SIWs were very close to the 

designed values. The rms surface roughness was measured on different samples. The 

measured rms surface roughness varied from 150 nm to 220 nm with most of the readings 

closer to 200 nm. The fabricated samples are given in Figure 79. 

 

Figure 77 Via drilling 
 (a) depth scan (b) bottom copper (c) taper scans 

(c) 
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Figure 78 Process flow for fabrication 
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7.5 Measurements 

The S-parameters of the solid and air filled SIWs were measured in D-band (110 GHz to 

170 GHz) using Keysight Vector Network Analyzer (E8361C) along with mmWave 

module and D-band frequency extenders (V06VNA2). The samples were probed using 

Cascade Infinity Probes (170-S-GSG-75-BT). The pitch of the RF probes was 75 µm. Two 

tier calibration was used to measure the scattering parameters of solid and air filled SIWs. 

In the first step, LRRM calibration was performed using Wincal software and calibration 

substrate by Cascade. LRRM calibration moves the reference plane to the edge of the probe 

tips. The measurements under LRRM calibration are given in  Figure 80. The measured 

scattering parameters S11 (dB) and S21 (dB) for solid SIWs are given in Figure 80a and 

Figure 80b respectively. These measurements have the effects of GCPW to SIW 

transitions.  

 

Figure 79 Fabricated Samples (a) drilled air cavities in Astra (b) CBCPW to SIW 
transition (c) SIW via side wall (d) coupon containing air filled SIWs with TRL (e) solid 

SIW (f) air filled SIW 

 

9.5mm 

4.5mm 

(f) 

Reference plane after TRL Calibration 
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The measure responses of thru, line and reflect structures will be used perform TRL 

calibration to de-embed the response of 5mm long solid SIW section. The reference plane 

after TRL calibration for solid SIW is shown in Figure 79e.The measured scattering 

parameters S11 (dB) and S21 (dB) for air filled SIWs are given in Figure 80c and Figure 80d 

respectively. These measurements have the effects of GCPW to SIW transitions and solid-

to-air SIW transitions. The measurements of thru, line and reflect structures will be used 

to perform TRL calibration to de-embed the response of 4.5mm long air filled SIW section. 

The reference plane for air filled SIWs after TRL calibration is shown in Figure 79f. Before 

proceeding to TRL calibration, the simulated and measured scattering parameters of 9.5mm 

long solid and air filled SIWs (including transitions) were compared. The 9.5mm long solid 

and air filled SIWs are shown in Figure 79e and Figure 79f respectively. The simulated 

and measured scattering parameters are given in Figure 81. The measurements have decent 

Figure 80 Scattering Parameters for the TRL structures for the designed SIWs after 
LRRM calibration (a) S11 for solid SIWs (b) S21 for solid SIWs (c) S11 for air filled SIWs (d) 

S21 for air filled SIWs 

(d) 
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agreement with the simulated results. S11 (dB) is less than -10 dB for almost entire D-band 

(110 GHz to 170 GHz). For 9.5mm long solid SIW (with transitions) the measured 

insertion loss varies from 2.81 dB to 5.67 dB with an average insertion loss of 3.74 dB in 

D-band. For 9.5mm long air filled SIW (with transitions) the measured insertion loss varies 

from 1.7dB to 4.7 dB with an average measured insertion 2.96 dB for D-band. For a 9.5mm 

long interconnect (including transitions), air filled structures exhibit ~21% less loss. It is 

important to note that this comparison is for the entire structure including the effect of 

transitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 81 Measured and simulated S-parameters after LRRM calibration  
(a) S11 (dB) (b) S21 (dB)  
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The per unit insertion loss (dB/mm) for solid and air filled SIWs (including transitions) is 

given in Figure 81b.  The solid and air filled SIWs show insertion loss of 0.37 dB/mm and 

0.3 dB/mm respectively.  

To remove the effects of transitions, TRL calibration was performed on both solid and air 

filled SIWs. The reference planes after TRL calibration are given in Figure 79e and Figure 

79f. After doing TRL calibration, thru structures were measured for both solid and air filled 

SIWs. The measured scattering parameters (S21) for thru structures after TRL calibration 

are given in Figure 82a. For most of the frequency region, the insertion loss varies between 

-0.05 dB to 0.05 dB shows that the TRL calibration was accurate as it removed the effects 

of transitions. At the edges of D-band (around 110 GHz and 170 GHz), the error was 

slightly above 0.05 dB. Due this slightly higher error at the edges of D-band, the results 

after TRL calibration were reported from 113 GHz to 168 GHz. The simulated and 

measured scattering parameters for 5mm long solid and 4.5 mm long air filled SIW section 

are given in Figure 82b and Figure 82c respectively. The simulated results are in good 

agreement with the measurements. After TRL calibration, S11 (dB) is well below -10 dB 

for the entire frequency region which shows good matching. 4.5 mm long solid SIW varies 

from 1 dB to 2.5 dB with an average of 1.7 dB. The measured insertion loss for 5mm long 

solid SIW varies from 1 dB to 2.5 dB with an average of 1.7 dB. The measured insertion 

for 4.5mm long air filled SIW varies from 0.17 dB to 0.98 dB with an average of 0.6 dB. 

The simulated and measured per unit S21 (dB/mm) for solid and air filled SIW is given in 

Figure 82d.  
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The solid SIW shows an average insertion loss of 0.36 dB/mm whereas air filled SIW 

shows an average insertion loss of 0.16 dB/mm. Using air cavities in the material stack up 

results in 0.2 dB/mm insertion loss improvement. This significant (~56%) reduction in 

insertion loss shows the potential of multilayer laminated based air filled SIW technology 

for making ultra-low loss interconnects for supporting sub-THz modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 82 Simulated and measured S-parameters after TRL calibration (a) 
measured thru structures (b) S11 (dB) (c) S21 (dB) (d) S21 (dB/mm) 
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7.6 Performance Comparison  

The performance of the solid and air filled SIWs was compared with the other SIWs 

operating above 100 GHz reported in literature. The other candidates have been fabricated 

using Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP), High Resistivity Silicon, Silicon Carbide (SiC) and 

air filled SIWs using photo-imageable glass. The performance will also be compared with 

SIWs in glass interposer technology presented in Chapter 3.  The per unit S21 (dB/mm) is 

given in Figure 83.  The proposed multilayer Astra based air filled SIWs perform better 

than solid SIWs made in other materials. The air filled SIWs fabricated using photo-

imageable glass [86] show slightly better insertion loss (0.12 dB/mm) than the proposed 

Astra based air filled SIWs (0.16 dB/mm). This slight difference in insertion loss is due to 

different materials and sophisticated fabrication process. In multilayer Astra based air filled 

SIW, the air is introduced in only one of the two laminate layers because the top layer is 

required to support the top metal layer. Therefore, the entire SIW is not air filled with air. 

The use of photo-imageable glass allows to completely etch the glass within the SIW after 

the metal deposition. This results in a completely air filled SIW which can achieve lower 

insertion loss. The average insertion loss (dB/mm) for the Astra based solid and air filled 

SIWs are compared with the other candidates in Table 12. It is important to note that the 

substrate height is different for the SIWs enlisted in Table 12 which makes insertion loss 

comparison difficult. Multilayer Astra based solid SIWs show average insertion loss of 

0.36 dB/mm in D-band which is better than SIWs fabricated using LCP, high resistivity 

Silicon and ABF/glass/ABF stack up. This shows the low loss performance of Astra and 

its suitability for mmWave and sub-THz applications. The ~56% reduction is insertion loss 

was achieved by using air cavities in the material stack-up. 
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Figure 83 Per unit insertion loss (dB/mm) for D-band SIWs 
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Table 12 Per unit insertion loss for state-of-the-art SIWs in D-band 

Ref Material Substrate 
height  
( µm ) 

Average IL 
(dB/mm) 

[24] Liquid Crystal Polymer 50.8 0.68 

[50] High Resistivity Silicon 70 0.55 

[28] ABF/glass/ABF 130 0.7 

[51] Silicon Carbide 
(6H-SiC) 

100 0.22  

[86] Air  
(photo imageable glass) 

NA 0.12 

This  
Chapter 

Astra 
(multilayer) 

137 0.36 

Air Filled Astra 

(multilayer) 

137 0.16 
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Dissertation Summary  

This thesis contributes to the development of glass interposer technology for sub-THz 

frequency region by providing the first electrical characterization results for 

ABF/glass/ABF material stack up and by benchmarking the performance of RF 

interconnects (microstrip lines, CPWs and SIWs) in glass interposers. This thesis also 

presents the design and demonstration of Novel Blind Via Filter Technology for making 

miniaturized SIW filters for mmWave frequency region. We have also developed Air Filled 

SIW technology using multi-layer laminate stack up to design ultra-low loss SIWs in D-

band (110 GHz to 170 GHz). The contributions of this thesis as presented in each chapter 

are given below  

Chapter 1 presented the need of carrier frequencies above 100 GHz to support the next 

generation wireless systems, gave a brief comparison of the existing packaging 

technologies and outlined their limitations for supporting next generation wireless 

modules. It highlighted the salient features of glass interposer technology and featured it 

as a possible candidate to support sub-THz modules due to its unique ability to support 

ultra-fine pitches at low cost.  

Chapter 2 presented the first electrical characterization results for ABF/glass/ABF 

material stack up from 20 GHz to 170 GHz using microstrip ring resonator (MRR) method. 

This chapter also presented design, fabrication, and measurements for microstrip lines and 

CPWs on the same material stack up for the same frequency region. The measured results 
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of interconnects (microstrip lines and CPWs) were used to validate the extracted material 

properties. The performance of interconnects was also compared with other state of the art 

candidates. This chapter also highlighted challenges related to design, fabrication, and 

measurements for D-band samples. It discussed and presented solutions for the limitations 

of via-less CBCPW to microstrip probe pads at low frequencies and sensitivity of D-band 

probes to the variation in height of RF probe pads due to electrolytic plating.   

Chapter 3 highlighted the merits of SIW technology for mmWave frequencies and 

presented the first demonstration of SIW technology in glass interposers. SIWs in glass 

interposers show an average measured insertion loss of 0.72 dB/mm in entire D-band.  It 

also compared the performance with SIWs fabricated on LCP and high resistivity Silicon.  

Chapter 4 presented the first demonstration of SIW cavity filters in glass interposers and 

compared its performance with other state of the art filters. Two different shaped (square 

and rectangular) SIW cavities were used to design the SIW filters, and the response was 

compared. Rectangle shaped SIW cavity filters shown better rejection in the higher stop 

band compared to square shaped SIW cavity filters. However, for a same order, rectangular 

filters are 20% larger in size compared to square filters. This chapter also discussed the 

importance of precise control on via diameters (in SIW cavity side wall) in fabrication to 

achieve the desired center frequency and presented an example in which changing the via 

diameters in the side walls caused ~18 GHz shift in the measured center frequency.  

Chapter 5 presented a new filter design type named Blind Via filters. This structure uses 

a blind via as a reactive load in the SIW section to create a filter response. This chapter has 

two parts. In the first part, blind via filters were designed using the same material stack-up 
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(ABF/glass/ABF) as in previous chapters but in the fabrication stage and after measuring 

the scattering parameters, it was concluded that drilling blind vias in polymer with precise 

depth control was very difficult and this limitation can be overcome by using a via stop 

layer. This was not possible in the old material stack up because it only provided two metal 

layers.  This led to the use of a new three metal layer material stack up in the second part 

of this chapter. Blind Via Filters were designed and fabricated on the new stack up. To 

compare the performance with the traditional SIW filters, SIW cavity-based filters were 

also designed and fabricated using the new material stack up. For a similar passband 

performance, blind via filters were only a third of the size of the traditional SIW filters. 

 Chapter 6 presented the performance of microstrip lines and SIWs on the new material 

stack up introduced in the previous chapter. The aim of this activity was to evaluate the 

performance of these RF interconnects in different materials within the glass interposer 

technology. The measured insertion loss of ABF based microstrip line varied from .17 

dB/mm to 0.33 dB/mm from 110 GHz to 170 GHz. The measured insertion loss for ABF 

based SIWs varied from 0.31 dB/mm to 0.51 dB/mm.  

Chapter 7 presented Air Filled SIW technology for making ultra-low loss interconnects in 

D-band (110 GHz to 170 GHz). This chapter used a multi-layer Astra laminate stack up 

supported on a glass core to make low loss SIWs by introducing air cavities in the material 

stack up. To compare the performance, solid SIWs were also designed and fabricated using 

the same material stack up. The solid SIW shown an average measured insertion loss of 

0.36 dB/mm whereas air filled SIW shown an average measured insertion loss of 0.16 

dB/mm. Using air cavities in the material stack up resulted in 0.2 dB/mm insertion loss 

improvement. This significant (~56%) reduction in insertion loss shows the potential of 
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multilayer laminated based air filled SIW technology for making ultra-low loss 

interconnects for supporting sub-THz modules. 

8.2 Publications 

The work done in this thesis has resulted in the following publications  

8.2.1 Journal Articles  

1. Mutee ur Rehman, Lakshmi Narasimha Vijay Kumar, Serhat Erdogan and M. 
Swaminathan, "Air Filled SIWs in D-band for mmWave Applications," submitted 
in IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology 
(under.review) 
 

2. Mutee ur Rehman, Lakshmi Narasimha Vijay Kumar and M. Swaminathan, 
"Novel Blind Via Filters for mmWave Applications" submitted in IEEE 
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques (under review) 
 

3. Mutee ur Rehman, Lakshmi Narasimha Vijay Kumar and M. Swaminathan, 
"Characterization on Transmission Lines and SIWs on ABF in Glass Interposer 
Technology for mmWave Applications " to be submitted in IEEE Transactions on 
Components, Packaging and Manufacturing (under preparation) 

 

4. Nahid A. Amoli, Mutee ur Rehman, Lakshmi Narasimha Vijay Kumar, Arya 
Moradinia, Fuhan Liu, Madhavan Swaminathan, et.al “Ultralow-Loss Substrate-
Integrated Waveguides in Alumina Ribbon Ceramic Substrates for 75 to 170 GHz 
Wireless Application,” submitted to IEEE Microwave and Wireless Component 
Letters (MWCL) (under major review) 

 

5. Mutee ur Rehman, L. N. V. Kumar and M. Swaminathan, "Substrate Integrated 
Waveguide Filters in Glass Interposer for mmWave Applications," in IEEE 
Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology, Oct 2022 

 

6. N. Aslani-Amoli, Mutee ur Rehman, Fuhan Liu, Madhavan Swaminathan, et al., 
"Characterization of Alumina Ribbon Ceramic Substrates for 5G and mm-Wave 
Applications," in IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing 
Technology, vol. 12, no. 9, pp. 1432-1445, Sept. 2022, 
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7. Mutee ur Rehman, S. Ravichandran, A. O. Watanabe, S. Erdogan and M. 
Swaminathan, "Characterization of ABF/Glass/ABF Substrates for mmWave 
Applications," in IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing 
Technology, March 2021 
 

 

8.2.2 Conference Articles 

8. Mercy Daniel-Aguebor, Mutee ur Rehman, Serhat Erdogan, Nikita Ambasana, 
Saibul Mukhopadhya, Madhavan Swaminathan,et.a "Package Design and 
Measurements for Radar Emulator using Accelerators and Photonics," 2022 IEEE 
72nd Electronic Components and Technology Conference (ECTC), San Diego, CA, 
USA, 2022  

 
9. Mutee ur Rehman, A. Watanabe, S. Ravichandran and M. Swaminathan, 

"Substrate Integrated Waveguides in Glass Interposers for mm Wave 
Applications," 2021 IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium (IMS), 
Atlanta, GA, USA, 2021. 

 
10. Nahid Aslani-Amoli, Mutee ur Rehman, Sridhar Sivapurapu, Fuhan Liu, 

Madhavan Swaminathan et al., "Transmission Lines on Alumina Ribbon Ceramic 
Substrate Material for 30 to 170 GHz Wireless Applications," 2021 IEEE 71st 
Electronic Components and Technology Conference (ECTC), San Diego, CA, USA, 
2021. 

 

11. Sridhar Sivapurapu, Rui Chen, Mutee ur Rehman, et al., "Flexible and Ultra-Thin 
Glass Substrates for RF Applications," 2021 IEEE 71st Electronic Components and 
Technology Conference (ECTC), San Diego, CA, USA, 2021. 

  
12. Mutee-ur-Rehman et al.,” Glass Interposer Technology for 5G and beyond,” 

(GOMACTECH 2020)  
 

13. Mutee ur Rehman, S. Ravichandran, S. Erdogan and M. Swaminathan, "W-band 
and D-band Transmission Lines on Glass Based Substrates for Sub-THz 
Modules," 2020 IEEE 70th Electronic Components and Technology Conference 
(ECTC), Orlando, FL, USA, 2020.  

 

14. H. Yu, H. M. Torun, Mutee ur Rehman and M. Swaminathan, "Design of SIW 
Filters in D-band Using Invertible Neural Nets," 2020 IEEE/MTT-S International 
Microwave Symposium (IMS), Los Angeles, CA, USA, 2020.  
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15. Mutee ur Rehman, Madhavan Swaminathan, “Novel Sub-THz SIW Filters in 
Glass Based Heterogeneous Integrated Substrates” (Techcon2020) 
 

16. S. Ravichandran, Kai-Qi Huang, Mutee ur Rehman et al., "Packaging 
Approaches for mm Wave and Sub-THz Communication," 2019 IEEE MTT-S 
International Microwave Conference on Hardware and Systems for 5G and 
Beyond (IMC-5G), 2019 

 

8.3 Future Work 

This work contributed to the development to glass interposer technology for frequencies 

up to 170 GHz. Continuous developments in design, fabrication and measurement 

procedures will be required to support mmWave modules in future as the demand for 

higher data rate will push the requirement wider physical bandwidths and higher carrier 

frequencies. Following are a few aspects in which this work can be extended in future. 

  

1. This thesis presented all the measured results up to 170 GHz but in future, electrical 

characterization of the material stack-up and performance evaluation of the 

interconnects will be required for frequencies above 200 GHz.  

2. A mmWave module requires various interconnects and passives. In this work, first 

demonstrations of interconnects and filters were done and then investigations were 

done to improve the traditional components in terms of form factor or insertion loss.  

Design and demonstration of other passives like couplers, power dividers in glass 

interposer technology can be done in future.  

3. This work used Ajinomoto dry films (ABF GL102) with AGC ENA 1 glass for 

design and demonstration of different interconnects and passives. There work 
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should be extended by evaluating the feasibility and performance of other dielectric 

materials.  

4. This work started with a use of two metal layer system supported on 

ABF/glass/ABF material stack-up. Later to design Blind Via Filters, a three-metal 

layer stack up was used and all the three metal layers were on one side of the glass 

so to balance the stack-up, six metal layers were fabricated (three on each side) but 

the designs utilized only three metal layers. As components and systems become 

complex, they will require more metal layers and hence the design and 

demonstration of RF interconnects and passives using six and eight metal layer 

stack-ups in glass interposer technology can be done.  

5. This work developed Air Filled SIW technology using multi-layer laminate-based 

stack-up supported on a glass core and reported a measured insertion loss of 0.16 

dB/mm in D-band. Other passive components like filters, couplers and power 

dividers can be designed using this low loss Air Filled SIW technology. During this 

work, air filled SIW filters were also simulated along with air filled SIW 

interconnects, but the fabrication of interconnects was prioritized as the fabrication 

process was new. Air Filled SIW filter design is given in figure below and this can 

work can be done in future.  
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(e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 84 Air Filled SIW Filters (a) first order filter design and frequency response 
S21(dB) (b) electric field plots for first order filter (c) second order (d) third order 

(e) passband insertion loss (f) frequency response  
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6. Further development of Blind Via Filter Technology by doing design and 

demonstration of Blind Via Filters at different center frequencies for supporting 

mmWave modules.  

7. Develop drilling techniques and tools to realize better alignment to facilitate precise 

control over the position and diameter of the drilled vias for accurately fabricating 

SIW components on a panel scale.  

8. Investigate the feasibility and fabrication methods to use glass-to-glass bonding for 

making Air Filled SIW technology within glass interposers instead of a multi-layer 

laminate stack-up. 

9. Perform reliability testing and investigate the changes in the electrical performance 

of materials and interconnects.  
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APPENDIX A  

TOOLS USED 

The tools used for fabricating the designed test vehicles are enlisted below.  

1. Meiki Vacuum Laminator – used for laminating dry film polymers and photoresist 

2. Oxygen Plasma – for surface activation of bare glass panels and polymer surface 

before further processing   

3. Nitrogen Oven – used for curing and annealing at different process stages  

4. Silane Bath – for adhesion promotion on bare glass panels  

5. Electroless Copper Deposition Line – used for depositing copper seed layer  

6. Sputterer – used for depositing copper seed layer  

7. Tamarac Mask Aligner – used for photolithography  

8. Ushio Mask Aligner – used for photolithography  

9. Heidelberg Maskless Aligner – used for photolithography  

10. Photoresist Developer – used for developing photoresist after exposure  

11. Electrolytic Plating Tank – used for plating copper  

12. Differential Etcher – used for removing copper seed layer  

13. NovaBond Process – used for promoting adhesion of copper with polymer 

14. Cornerstone Laser – used for drilling via  

15. Optec Femtosecond Laser – used for drilling vias and cavities  

16. Keyence Optical Profiler – used for measuring fabricated dimensions and surface 

roughness 

17. Zeta Optical Profiler – used for measuring fabricated dimensions  
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18. Tencor profilometer – used for measuring surface roughness  

 
 

The tools used for measuring scattering parameters are enlisted below 

19. Anritsu VNA (ME7808) – VNA used for 20 GHz to 110 GHz 

20.  Frequency extenders 3742A-EW – used with Anritsu VNA 

21. Cascade ACP-110-GSG-200 - probes used for 20 GHz to 110 GHz  

22. Cascade 101-190C – calibration substrate used for 20 GHz to 110 GHz 

23. Keysight E8361C vector network analyzer – used for 110 GHz to 170 GHz  

24. Frequency extenders V06VNA2 – used for 110 GHz to 170 GHz  

25. Cascade infinity probes 170-S-GSG-75-BT- used for 110 GHz to 170 GHz 

26. Cascade 138-356 – calibration substrate used for 110 GHz to 170 GHz  

 


